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„Das schönste Glück des denkenden Menschen ist, 
das Erforschliche erforscht zu haben 
und das Unerforschliche zu verehren.“ 
− Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
  
  
Abstract 
Mental diseases constitute a core health challenge of the 21st century. To date, diagnostics in 
psychiatry have been primarily based on subjective self-reports, largely bypassing the biological 
underpinnings and phenotypic heterogeneity of psychiatric disorders. As an effort to implement a 
more biologically valid classification of mental disorders, recent initiatives like the Research 
Domain Criteria (RDoC) project aim to identify endophenotypes that reflect transdiagnostic core 
mechanisms of psychiatric disorders. Stress is known to play a fundamental role in the 
development of mood and anxiety disorders. One key system involved in the physiological 
response to stress is the brainstem’s noradrenergic (NA) arousal center located in the locus 
coeruleus (LC), and previous studies indicate that pupil size provides an indirect index for activity 
of the LC-NA system.  
In order to investigate the relationship between spontaneous drifts in autonomic arousal and 
global brain activity in healthy human subjects, we first determined the fMRI correlates of 
spontaneous pupil fluctuations during the resting state. We found that pupil dilations are strongly 
coupled to activation of the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and bilateral insula (salience 
network [SN]). To assess whether this link between the pupil and the SN would also extend to 
emotional arousal, we next investigated the neural correlates of reward anticipation-induced pupil 
dilations in healthy subjects. Here, we could show that a cue signaling the possibility to receive a 
monetary reward evoked strong pupil dilations, the magnitude of which predicted response time 
to a target cue. Again, pupil dilations were strongly linked to SN activation. Furthermore, our 
results suggest that pupillometry is helpful to dissect different phases of reward anticipation and 
associated brain activity, disentangling reward prediction, arousal modulation and attention-
related processes. 
These observations led us to the conclusion that the SN modulates arousal levels to optimize 
task performance, that is, to counteract drowsiness/ transitions to sleep during the resting state and 
to facilitate reward-directed behaviors in the reward anticipation task. Taken together, 
pupillometry appears to provide a reliable index for activity of the SN, a core network related to 
psychiatric disorders, making it a promising tool for the detection of stress-related 
endophenotypes. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 The need for individualized therapy in psychiatry 
1.1.1 Mental disorders: the core health challenge of the 21st century 
Recent reviews and meta-analyses indicate that around 50% of the general population in middle- 
and high income countries will develop at least one psychiatric condition at some point in their 
lives (Trautmann et al. 2016; Wittchen and Jacobi 2005; Wittchen et al. 2005). In the European 
Union (EU), mental disorders affect about 165 million people each year (Trautmann et al. 2016; 
Wittchen et al. 2011). Anxiety and mood disorders rank among the most frequent diseases, with 
12-month prevalence rates of approximately 14% and 7% respectively, often starting in childhood 
or adolescence (Wittchen et al. 2011). Mental disorders typically have adverse effects on school 
achievement and professional career as well as somatic health throughout life. Also, they are 
linked to premature mortality due to suicide or as a consequence of associated risk factors and 
chronic diseases (Colton and Manderscheid 2006; McCarrick et al. 1986; Walker et al. 2015; 
Wittchen et al. 2011; Wittchen et al. 2005). According to the World Health Organization, at least 
25% of all “Disability Adjusted Life Years” (a metric that captures the number of years lost due 
to any ill-health, disability, or early death) can be traced back to mental disorders (Wittchen et al. 
2005). Psychiatric diseases not only involve severe distress for the affected individuals, but also 
impair their social- and work-related environments. Due to their high prevalence, early onset, and 
frequent long-term course, the economic burden associated with mental disorders is vast. In 2010, 
the economic costs of mental disorders were estimated at 2.5 trillion US dollars around the globe 
and at 798 billion euros for the EU. These costs are expected to double by 2030 (Gustavsson et al. 
2011; Trautmann et al. 2016). The majority of the economic burden is not related to direct costs 
within the healthcare system (e.g. diagnosis and treatment), but rather to indirect costs such as 
income and production losses due to disability, early retirement and mortality (Gustavsson et al. 
2011; Trautmann et al. 2016). As a consequence, mental disorders are among the most costly 
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medical conditions (Roehrig 2016; Soni 2009) and are thus considered a core health challenge of 
the 21st century. 
1.1.2 Personalized medicine in psychiatry 
Despite intense research efforts over the last decades, the exact pathogenesis of most mental 
disorders is still not fully understood. The discovery of pharmacological treatments against 
depression in the 1950s gave rise to theories that, for the first time, considered a physical basis for 
psychiatric diseases, suggesting imbalances in monoamine and (neuro-)hormonal systems 
(Bowrey et al. 2017; Nemeroff 1988; Prange 1964; Schildkraut 1965), among others. In line with 
this, different psychiatric disorders frequently involve similar symptoms, pointing towards 
overlapping biological underpinnings. Although these theories have greatly contributed to a better 
understanding of mental disorders as well as to the development of new medications, various 
issues remain unsolved. 
Many psychiatric disorders show a high phenotypic heterogeneity. To fulfill the current 
diagnostic criteria for major depression, a patient has to suffer from any five out of nine 
symptoms, several of which have opposite polarity. This implies that a patient who, for example, 
shows psychomotor retardation, hypersomnia and an increase in body weight obtains the same 
depression score as another patient who is agitated and experienced poor sleep and weight loss 
(Goldberg 2011). It is long known that certain psychiatric diseases involve distinct subtypes (such 
as the psychomotor retarded and agitated subtype of depression) that need to be differentiated 
from each other when selecting the most suitable treatment.  
Moreover, there are significant inter-individual differences in disease vulnerability, the time 
needed for a drug to elicit a therapeutic response, the size of the dose needed to produce an effect, 
the occurrence of adverse side effects, and even in the responsiveness to specific 
psychotherapeutic interventions (Costa e Silva 2013; Sambataro et al. 2018). Such inter-
individual differences presumably arise from individually unique physiological characteristics, 
such as genetic alterations, epigenetic modifications or brain network connectivity (Costa e Silva 
2013; Ozomaro et al. 2013). For instance, it has recently been shown that the volume of a specific 
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brain region, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), predicts response to cognitive behavioral 
psychotherapy (Sambataro et al. 2018). Taken together, recent findings increasingly challenge our 
understanding of mental disorders as homogeneous categorical entities (Goldberg 2011). 
Receiving a therapy that is not tailored for the individual patient is likely to involve 
prolonged suffering as well as a greater risk for morbidity and mortality. To deal more effectively 
with phenotypic heterogeneity of mental disorders, increasing efforts were made in the past years 
to implement a personalized medicine approach in psychiatry. However, comparably little 
progress has been made in translating neurobiological research findings into clinical practice. This 
might, to some extent, be due to our current classification systems of mental disorders, which are 
based on a verbal categorization of reported symptoms instead of empirical data from genetics, 
neurobiology and behavioral science. Although these diagnostic criteria have provided clinicians 
with a common language and encouraged biological research, they are increasingly questioned 
due to their lack of biological validity. Nusslock and Alloy (2017) summarized this issue as 
follows: “diagnostic categories based on clinical consensus and self-reported symptoms (a) may 
fail to align with current findings from psychological science, neuroscience, and genetics, (b) are 
not predictive of treatment response, and (c) do not appear to capture the fundamental underlying 
mechanisms of dysfunction” (p. 3). 
1.2 The search for biomarkers in stress-related disorders 
1.2.1 RDoC, endophenotypes & biomarkers 
As an effort to promote precision medicine in psychiatry, the National Institute of Mental Health 
proposed a new approach to classify mental disorders in 2012, focusing on observable behavior 
and neurobiological measures. The overarching goal of the so-called RDoC project is to establish 
a research framework based on core features that occur across traditional diagnostic boundaries 
(Cuthbert and Insel 2013; Kozak and Cuthbert 2016; Woody and Gibb 2015). More precisely, the 
initiative aims to identify mechanisms that are common to multiple psychiatric disorders, as well 
as mechanisms that are unique to specific psychiatric symptoms and reflect markers of differential 
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risk for these symptoms (Nusslock and Alloy 2017). For this purpose, dimensional psychological 
constructs are defined (e.g. “reward learning”), which, in turn, are grouped into higher-level 
domains relevant to human behavior and mental disorders (e.g. “positive valence systems”). The 
current RDoC matrix comprises five domains: 1) negative valence, 2) positive valence, 3) 
cognitive systems, 4) social processes and 5) arousal/regulatory systems. Methods used to 
investigate these domains/constructs range from molecular and genetic to neurocircuit and 
behavioral assessments (referred to as “units of analysis”). 
Within RDoC, mental disorders are assumed to reflect disruptions in specific brain circuits 
that are linked to anomalies across multiple units of analysis (Cuthbert and Insel 2013; Woody 
and Gibb 2015). The RDoC research framework has been shown useful for identifying clusters of 
individuals based on genomics, physiological traits, or imaging findings, yielding specific 
biomarkers and endophenotypes (e.g. Clementz et al. 2016). The term endophenotype refers to 
“markers of an illness regardless of the phenotypic presence or absence of the illness” (Ozomaro 
et al. 2013, p. 9). Based on work by Gottesman and Gould (2003), Ozomaro et al. (2013) 
summarized the criteria for endophenotypes in psychiatry as follows: “The endophenotype should 
segregate with the illness in the population, and co-segregate with the illness within families; it 
should be heritable and more prevalent in affected than in unaffected families; it should not 
depend on whether the illness is currently clinically manifested, and finally, it should be specific 
to the illness and capable of being reliably measured” (p. 9). Furthermore, Ozomaro et al. (2013) 
outlined biomarkers as “measureable characteristics that reflect biologic function or dysfunction, 
response to a therapeutic measure, or indication of the natural progression of disease” (p. 9). 
While endophenotypes constitute trait markers, biomarkers can be state or trait markers 
(Beauchaine 2009; Ozomaro et al. 2013). Endophenotypes are expected to offer greater biological 
validity and better clinical predictability than current diagnostic categories, yielding better 
guidance to treatment and eventually better outcomes.  
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1.2.2 (Neuro)biology of stress 
Stress is known to play a major role in the development of mental disorders. For instance, 
depressive episodes frequently follow exposure to stressful events such as divorce or death of a 
spouse, family member, or significant other (Juruena 2014). Acute stress evokes a physiological 
alarm response that is mediated by the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and neuroendocrine 
systems, including the brain’s NA system (Bremner et al. 1996; Morilak et al. 2005) and the so-
called hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis (Herman et al. 2016; Pacak and Palkovits 2001). 
The NA center is located in the LC (see Figure 1), a small nucleus in the brainstem that is highly 
responsive to alerting stimuli and strongly involved in the regulation of autonomic arousal 
(Aston-Jones and Bloom 1981; Aston-Jones et al. 1994; Szabadi 2013). The LC responds to stress 
within a few seconds via the release of NA, followed by increased secretion of NA and adrenaline 
from the adrenal medulla after 20 to 30 s (Allen 1983; Krugers et al. 2012). The effects of NA and 
adrenaline are frequently referred to as the “fight-or-flight” response, involving increases in heart 
rate, blood pressure, muscle tension and pupil size, as well as an overall increase in metabolic rate 
(Cannon 1929; Szabadi 2013; Tank and Lee Wong 2015). 
The fast stress response mediated by the SNS is complemented by a slower, prolonged 
response of the HPA axis, typically occurring after several minutes and lasting up to several hours 
(de Kloet et al. 2008; Herman et al. 2016; Krugers et al. 2012; Ulrich-Lai and Herman 2009). The 
HPA axis consists of the hypothalamus, the pituitary gland and the adrenal glands. It plays a 
central role in regulating physiological homeostasis (including metabolic, cardiovascular, 
immunological and reproductive processes) and mediates the endocrine component of the stress 
response (Habib et al. 2001; Smith and Vale 2006). Here, stress is known to trigger the secretion 
of two peptides − vasopressin and corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) − from the 
paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus, which in turn stimulate the secretion of 
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland (Herman et al. 
2016; Linton et al. 1985; Smith and Vale 2006; Whitnall et al. 1987). ACTH elicits the release of 
glucocorticoid hormones from the adrenal cortex, including cortisol, a major stress hormone in 
humans. Glucocorticoids mobilize energy by increasing blood glucose, potentiate 
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sympathetically-mediated effects (by promoting the effects of NA and stimulating the synthesis of 
adrenaline), and influence the expression of various genes via binding to mineralocorticoid and 
glucocorticoid receptors in the brain (De Kloet et al. 1998; McKay and Cidlowski 2003; Smith 
and Vale 2006; Ulrich-Lai and Herman 2009). Finally, they act back on the hypothalamus and 
pituitary in a negative feedback loop to limit prolonged exposure to glucocorticoids. Negative 
feedback is mediated mainly through corticoid receptors in the hippocampus, and prolonged 
glucocorticoid exposure has been linked to hippocampal degeneration and depressive symptoms 
(Frodl and O'Keane 2013; Juruena 2014; Sterner and Kalynchuk 2010). 
Activity of the HPA axis has been shown to be modulated by the LC via excitatory NA 
projections to the PVN (Cunningham and Sawchenko 1988; Saphier 1993). Also, CRH has an 
excitatory influence on the LC (McCall et al. 2015; Page and Abercrombie 1999), indicating a 
reciprocal excitatory loop between the two structures (Dunn et al. 2004; Perez et al. 2006). Both 
systems are tightly linked to various brain regions involved in emotion and cognition (e.g. 
amygdala, prefrontal cortex and hippocampus), and chronic abnormal activity of either system has 
been associated with psychiatric conditions such as depression and anxiety (Faravelli et al. 2012; 
Sterner and Kalynchuk 2010; Stetler and Miller 2011).  
Previous research on stress and its relationship to mental disorders has extensively focused 
on the HPA axis, using salivary or blood samples to measure cortisol levels and thereby 
investigate HPA axis activity in humans. Naturally, the LC-NA system too has received ample 
attention, but recent findings suggest a more complex pattern of LC function, going beyond its 
basic role in arousal regulation and pointing towards a strong implication in cognitive and 
affective processing. As a consequence, the LC-NA system has become a promising object of 
investigation in neuroscientific and psychiatric research. 
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Figure 1. Locus coeruleus (LC). A) Illustration of the LC’s efferent projections in the macaque 
monkey (sagittal view of the brain). The LC is a small nucleus in the dorsorostral pons of the 
brainstem that is strongly involved in the regulation of arousal. Moreover, the LC constitutes the 
brain’s major noradrenaline source, sending widely distributed projections throughout the central 
nervous system. Figure reprinted with permission from Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005b). B) MRI-
based visualization of LC in the human brain, seen in sagittal (left) and axial (right) planes. Figure 
adapted and reprinted with permission from Liu et al. (2017). 
 
1.3 Locus coeruleus (LC): the brain’s noradrenergic (NA) arousal center 
1.3.1 Historical perspective: LC & arousal/vigilance 
Traditional views of the LC-NA system emphasized its role in bottom-up processes such as 
general arousal, vigilance and environmental responsiveness. This understanding was based on 
early studies showing that LC neurons exhibit high tonic firing rates during wakefulness and low 
tonic firing rates during drowsiness and slow wave sleep, while being completely silent during 
rapid eye movement sleep (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005b; Hobson et al. 1975; Rajkowski et al. 
1998; Rasmussen et al. 1986). As a consequence, low tonic LC activity was associated with sleep 
and disengagement from the environment. An important role for environmental responsiveness 
was further supported by a number of studies reporting phasic bursts of LC activity following 
salient and arousing stimuli (Aston-Jones and Bloom 1981; Grant et al. 1988; Herve-Minvielle 
and Sara 1995). In addition, NA was found to enhance signal transmission through sensory 
networks (Devilbiss and Waterhouse 2000; 2004; Hurley et al. 2004; Waterhouse et al. 1998), 
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contributing to the idea that the LC-NA system may regulate arousal by modulating sensory 
processing, for instance by augmenting the processing of motivationally relevant stimuli (Aston-
Jones and Cohen 2005b). Also, based on its widespread projections throughout the brain (see 
Figure 1A), LC activity historically was assumed to have a rather broad, nonspecific effect on 
cortical information processing (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005b).  
1.3.2 Updated view: LC & performance optimization 
Recent research on LC functions points towards a more complex pattern, suggesting close 
interactions with top-down influences from cortical systems and an important role in optimizing 
behavior. Studies investigating the neural mechanisms involved in simple decision making 
provided evidence that phasic LC activity modulates specific behaviors rather than sensory 
processing (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005b; Gold and Shadlen 2000; Hanes and Schall 1996; 
Schall and Thompson 1999). This conclusion was largely based on the results of numerous 
experiments in rats and monkeys: for instance, phasic LC activity was found to be more tightly 
time-locked to the subsequent motor response than to the preceding presentation of a task cue 
(Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005b; Clayton et al. 2004). Also, LC responses could not be linked to 
specific sensory attributes of task cues; faster reaction times were associated with shorter latency 
of LC firing, and no LC responses were observed during trials in which the animal made no 
response despite viewing the cue (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005a). 
Various studies investigating the relationship between LC activity and task performance 
concluded that LC neurons seem to exhibit two modes of activity during wakefulness: a phasic 
mode, during which “bursts of LC activity are observed in association with the outcome of task-
related decision processes and are closely coupled with behavioral responses”, as well as a tonic 
mode, in which “LC baseline activity is elevated but phasic bursts of activity are absent, and 
behavior is more distractible” (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005b, p. 407). The phasic mode has been 
suggested to optimize performance during tasks that require selective attention by filtering 
responses to task-irrelevant and facilitating responses to task-relevant cues. In contrast, the tonic 
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mode has been proposed to serve flexible changes in behavior and adaptive disengagement from 
the current task to explore more beneficial alternatives.  
According to Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005b), the dynamic adjustment of LC activity mode 
is essential for maximizing utility: the phasic LC mode promotes “optimization of current task 
performance as long as task-related utility remains sufficiently high” (p. 423), or more generally, 
exploitation of reward opportunities. The tonic mode supports “exploration when current task-
related utility falls below an acceptable value” (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005b, p. 423). The 
transition between the two LC modes has been suggested to be regulated by two frontal cortex 
structures which send direct projections to the LC: the ACC and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Both 
regions are known to receive inputs from various sensorimotor areas, as well as limbic structures 
such as the insular cortex, ventral striatum (VS), and amygdala (Carmichael and Price 1995a; 
1995b; Devinsky et al. 1995; Ongur and Price 2000). The OFC and ACC have been shown to be 
involved in evaluating rewards and costs, respectively, and task-related responses in both regions 
are closely related to the motivational significance of the eliciting event (Aston-Jones and Cohen 
2005b). Furthermore, numerous studies have linked ACC activity to performance monitoring and 
error detection (e.g. Botvinick et al. 2004; Carter et al. 1998; Ito et al. 2003; Miltner et al. 1997). 
According to Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005b), the dACC might play an important role for 
counteracting transient lapses in task performance by upregulating the phasic LC mode, restoring 
selective attention. 
1.4 Pupillometry: an objective index for arousal 
1.4.1 Pupillometry as an efficient alternative to LC fMRI 
The human LC is located in the dorsorostral pons of the brainstem and consists of no more than 
approximately 16,000 neurons per hemisphere, spanning an average length of 14.5 mm with a 
thickness of 2.5 mm (Fernandes et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2017). A typical voxel size used in human 
neuroimaging studies is 3 × 3 × 3 mm3, implying that in these studies, LC neurons cover less than 
one voxel in the axial plane (see Figure 1B). In addition, the standard fMRI data preprocessing 
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procedure involves spatial smoothing of the data (using kernel sizes between 2 mm and 8 mm), 
which is typically applied to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. However, since smoothing allows 
neighboring voxels to contribute to the estimated signal, it simultaneously increases the likelihood 
that activity in a certain region is contaminated by signals from surrounding structures (Liu et al. 
2017). This issue becomes particularly problematic when measuring the activity of tiny brain 
nuclei like the LC. However, if smoothing is not applied, outliers may strongly affect any further 
analyses. Finally, the brainstem is closely located to major arteries and pulsatile cerebrospinal 
fluid filled spaces, yielding a high proportion of physiological noise (i.e. cardiac and respiratory 
signals) in brainstem blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals (Liu et al. 2017).  
All of these factors make it difficult to reliably capture LC activity using standard 
neuroimaging techniques. Although special methods have been recently proposed to optimize 
brainstem fMRI and recover LC signaling (Beissner 2015; Liu et al. 2017), LC activity can 
instead also be indirectly measured via an organ that frequently has been described as the 
“window to the soul” by various cultures: our eyes, or in this case, the pupil. As already described 
earlier in the context of the NA stress response, increased activity of the LC (i.e. sympathetic 
activity) involves a dilation of the pupil. Modern eye tracking cameras allow for a precise 
recording of the pupil size (including eye gaze direction) at high sampling frequencies of up to 
1000 Hz, providing a comparably inexpensive and easy-to-handle technique to investigate LC 
functions. 
1.4.2 LC activity and pupil size 
A direct link between LC activity and pupil size was first reported by Rajkowski et al. (1993), 
who recorded the firing rate of single LC neurons while simultaneously tracking pupil size in 
macaque monkeys. Rajkowski et al found that the time course of the pupil size was almost 
identical to the time course of LC neuron firing rate (Figure 2A), such that pupil size and LC 
activity were sometimes used interchangeably from then on. Using special techniques such as 
neuromelanin-optimized imaging (neuromelanin is a dark polymer pigment accumulating inside 
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LC neurons), this relationship has recently also been replicated to a given extent in humans 
(Alnaes et al. 2014; Murphy et al. 2014).  
The size of the pupil is regulated by the dilator and constrictor muscle of the iris (Figure 2B). 
The dilator muscle is activated via NA by peripheral neurons located in the superior cervical 
ganglion, which in turn receive (acetylcholinergic) input from neurons in the intermediolateral 
cell column (IML) of the spinal cord (sympathetic pathway). The constrictor muscle is activated 
via acetylcholine (ACh) by peripheral neurons in the ganglion ciliare, which in turn are innervated 
by neurons of the Edinger-Westphal nucleus (EW) in the brainstem (parasympathetic pathway). 
The LC is known to have both an excitatory influence on the IML as well as an inhibitory 
influence on the EW (Samuels and Szabadi 2008), which explains why increased firing of LC 
neurons causes a dilation of the pupils.  
1.4.3 Pupillometric readouts 
As described earlier, LC activity can be subdivided into tonic and phasic activity, for which 
distinct pupil readouts exist. Baseline pupil size provides information about tonic LC activity and 
therefore has been linked to general arousal and environmental responsiveness: alertness (i.e. high 
tonic LC activity) typically involves a large (and stable) pupil size, whereas drowsiness (low tonic 
LC activity) has been linked to increasing fluctuations in pupil size (Figure 2C). These so-called 
“pupillary fatigue waves” have been claimed to arise from an increasing imbalance between the 
sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation (Loewenfeld 1993; Warga et al. 2009; Wilhelm et 
al. 2001) and can be quantified by the “pupillary unrest index” (PUI; Ludtke et al. 1998; Wilhelm 
et al. 1998). Pupillary fatigue waves are typically measured in complete darkness to avoid the 
simultaneous occurrence of similar-appearing, light-induced pupil oscillations, which have been 
associated with feedback mechanisms of the pupillary light reflex pathway (Longtin and Milton 
1989; Longtin et al. 1990; Warga et al. 2009) and do not relate to vigilance level (Loewenfeld 
1993; Warga et al. 2009). 
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Figure 2. Locus coeruleus (LC) and pupil size. A) Relationship between tonic pupil diameter and 
baseline firing rate of an LC neuron in the macaque monkey. Pupil size was measured via a 
remote eye-tracking camera during fixation times of a visual spot within a signal-detection task. 
Figure reprinted with permission from Aston-Jones and Cohen (2005b). B) Innervation of the 
pupil dilator (radial; left half of iris) and constrictor muscles (circular; right half of iris). Red: 
excitatory connections, blue: inhibitory connections. LC: locus coeruleus; EW: Edinger Westphal 
nucleus; GC: ganglion ciliare; IML: intermediolateral column of spinal cord; SCG: superior 
cervical ganglion. ACh: acetylcholine; NA: noradrenaline. Figure adapted and reprinted with 
permission from Szabadi (2012). C) Infrared video-based recordings of pupil size in an alert (left) 
and sleepy (right) subject, who were instructed to maintain fixation on a group of infrared light-
emitting diodes over a period of 11 min. Figure adapted and reprinted with permission from 
Wilhelm et al. (2001). 
 
 
Transient pupil dilations in response to specific cues are assumed to reflect phasic LC activation 
associated with cognitive processes. Such task-related pupil responses typically occur with a 
delay of up to one second (Wierda et al. 2012) and can be quantified by computing the difference 
between the (average) pupil size value within a time window of interest and a pre-stimulus 
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baseline value (Reinhard and Lachnit 2002; Reinhard et al. 2006; Visser et al. 2015; Visser et al. 
2013). While luminance-related dilations of the pupil are generally between 2–4 mm, pupil 
dilations associated with cognitive processes usually do not exceed .5 mm (Beatty and Lucero-
Wagoner 2000; Heller et al. 1990; Kang et al. 2014). As described earlier, the LC is known to 
receive strong afferent projections from the OFC and ACC, which are strongly involved in a 
variety of cognitive and affective processes. Accordingly, pupil response magnitude has been 
shown to correlate with numerous concepts associated with OFC and ACC function, such as 
novelty, uncertainty, prediction error, surprise, attentional orienting, learning, and memory (e.g. 
Eldar et al. 2013; Koenig et al. 2018; Naber et al. 2013; Nassar et al. 2012; Preuschoff et al. 
2011). 
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1.5 Aims of this thesis  
1.5.1 Cortical and subcortical correlates of pupil size 
As described in section 1.3, the LC sends widespread projections throughout the brain, and 
receives input from two cortical regions strongly implicated in various cognitive and affective 
processes (ACC and OFC). There is increasing evidence that the LC-NA system has a strong 
influence on cortical processing via the neuromodulatory effects of NA, involving adjustments in 
neural “gain” in cortical circuits (for review see Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005b). Neural gain has 
been described as an amplifier of neural communication, making highly active neurons become 
even more excited while further suppressing less-active neurons, and has been suggested to be 
upregulated via NA release (Eldar et al. 2013; Mather et al. 2016; Servan-Schreiber et al. 1990). 
In line with this, LC-mediated arousal has for instance been shown to increase processing of 
salient stimuli and to decrease processing of non-salient stimuli (Lee et al. 2018; Mather et al. 
2016). Taken together, previous findings suggest that LC activity (i.e. arousal) is likely to have a 
strong impact on global brain activity and connectivity.  
Up to now, little is known about which cortical and subcortical brain regions in humans show 
a strong link to the LC-NA system and arousal. However, MR-compatible eye trackers now allow 
simultaneous pupil size recordings during fMRI measurements, enabling the identification of 
BOLD correlates of pupil size fluctuations (as an index of LC activity/arousal). At the start of this 
thesis, only two research groups had addressed this issue by using such an approach, yielding 
mixed results: Murphy et al. (2014) found activity in the ACC, right insular cortex, visual cortex 
and medulla to correlate with pupil size during the resting state (here, subjects simply rest inside 
the scanner without performing any task) and during performance of an attention task. It is 
important to note that Murphy et al. additionally included the hemodynamic response function 
(HRF) derivatives in their analysis, which are typically used to capture neural correlates despite 
unknown variations in timing and duration of the HRF. Also, they only reported F-contrasts 
without further specifying the individual correlations (e.g. with respect to directionality). By 
contrast, Yellin et al. (2015) similarly investigated the BOLD correlates of pupil size during the 
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resting state and found positively correlated activity in regions of the default mode network 
(DMN), as well as negatively correlated activity in visual and sensorimotor areas. They suggested 
that the pupil dilation-related DMN activation and deactivation of visual areas might be related to 
visual imagery (which some authors have claimed to be typical for the resting state). 
1.5.2 Neural correlates of arousal fluctuations during the resting state 
To investigate which brain regions are particularly influenced in their activity and connectivity by 
spontaneous changes in arousal/vigilance during the resting state, the first goal of this thesis was 
to determine the BOLD correlates of spontaneous pupil fluctuations (beyond LC). The LC is 
innervated by the dACC, which is strongly involved in performance monitoring and has been 
suggested to modulate autonomic arousal according to situational requirements (Critchley 2005). 
In resting state studies, subjects are commonly instructed to keep their eyes open and fixate on a 
fixation cross. Remarkably, Tagliazucchi and Laufs (2014) revealed that a large portion of 
subjects tends to fall asleep during resting state. Therefore, the dACC might play an important 
role in modulating LC activity to maintain task performance (i.e. fixation) and inhibit a transition 
to sleep (Schneider & Spoormaker, personal communication). This hypothesis would be in line 
with the first fMRI/pupillometry study by Murphy et al. (2014) which revealed a link between 
ACC activity and pupil size during the resting state.  
Apart from that, it would also be conceivable to find correlated activity in the DMN, as 
reported by Yellin et al. (2015). However, to us, it seems somewhat counterintuitive that 
increased DMN activity, which has been linked to daydreaming and mind-wandering (typically 
occurring in a state of mental relaxation), would actually involve a dilation of the pupil 
(indicating increased arousal). Therefore, we primarily expected to find positively correlated 
activity in the dACC. Together with bilateral anterior insula, the dACC is part of a classical 
resting-state network called the “salience network” (SN). Finding a link between pupil size and 
SN activity would strongly support the use of simultaneous pupillometry to control for arousal-
related changes in brain activity/connectivity during the resting state.  
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1.5.3 Neural correlates of reward anticipation-related arousal 
The second goal of this thesis was to examine whether the neural correlates of pupil size 
fluctuations during the resting state (as an index of spontaneous fluctuations in general arousal) 
would also extend to task-evoked (positive) emotional arousal. As described earlier, LC neurons 
exhibit two modes of activity, which are assumed to either facilitate an exploitation of a certain 
reward opportunity when utility is high (phasic mode), or a search for alternative reward 
opportunities when utility is low (tonic mode). Moreover, the LC receives cortical input from the 
OFC and ACC, which have been linked to reward and cost processing, pointing towards an 
important role of the LC-NA system in reward processing. 
Reward processing has been proposed to involve two distinct temporal components, reward 
anticipation and reward consummation. Discrepancies in the reward anticipation phase have been 
associated with anhedonia (i.e. diminished interest or pleasure in activities), a key symptom of 
depression. Reward anticipation is characterized by an increase in autonomic arousal, which can 
be quantified via pupil size measurements. Rudebeck et al. (2014), for instance, used pupillometry 
to investigate reward anticipation-related arousal in macaque monkeys. They found that lesioning 
a specific brain region, the subgenual ACC, strongly reduced reward anticipation-related pupil 
dilations, concluding that this region appears to be crucial for sustaining elevated arousal in 
anticipation of rewards (see Figure 3). Interestingly, the authors remarked that the lesions might 
have involved damage to more dorsal parts of the ACC, and abnormal dACC activity has been 
linked to deficient reward anticipation in humans (Gorka et al. 2014; Knutson et al. 2008). 
Pupillometry might provide an efficient method to objectively assess reward-related arousal 
in humans. Given previous findings, we expected to observe an (arousal-related) increase in pupil 
size during reward anticipation. To our knowledge, the neural correlates of pupil dilations during 
a reward task have not previously been addressed. Based on the recent observations in macaque 
monkeys by Rudebeck et al. (2014), we hypothesized that reward anticipation would induce pupil 
dilations in association with increased activity of the dACC. 
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The measurements described in the following were part of a large scale study conducted 
at the Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry: Biological Classification of Mental Disorders 
(“BeCOME”). 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Effect of a (subgenual) ACC 
lesion on reward anticipation-related 
arousal, demonstrated by Rudebeck et al. 
(2014). Pupil responses to a reward 
predicting stimulus (CS+) and to a control 
stimulus (CS-) in a control group of 
macaque monkeys (top) and a group of 
monkeys with subgenual ACC lesion 
(bottom). Monkeys with lesions of the 
subgenual ACC showed initial, cue-evoked 
pupil dilations, but failed to maintain a 
large pupil size (i.e. high level of arousal) 
until the anticipated reward was delivered. 
Figure reprinted with permission from 
Rudebeck et al. (2014). 
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2 Spontaneous pupil dilations during the resting state are associated 
with activation of the salience network 
2.1 Summary 
In the first study, we investigated the BOLD correlates of spontaneous pupil size fluctuations in 
32 healthy human subjects during the resting state. In order to increase variation in drowsiness 
and the extent of pupillary fatigue waves, subjects underwent a partial sleep deprivation procedure 
the night before testing. Furthermore, to assess a potential influence of light-induced pupil 
oscillations on sleepiness-related pupil fluctuations, two resting state scans of 12 min each were 
conducted, one with the lights in the scanner room switched on and the other in darkness. Pupil 
size was recorded with a MR-compatible eye tracker placed at the end of the scanner bore, 
capturing the subject’s left eye via the head coil mirror. 
Analysis of the neural correlates of pupil size primarily yielded negatively correlated activity 
in visual and sensorimotor areas, but no widespread positive correlations. Spontaneous dilations 
of the pupil were linked to increased activity of the SN, thalamus and frontoparietal regions. 
Spontaneous pupil constrictions involved increased activity in visual and sensorimotor regions. 
The pupil-BOLD correlations were very similar across lighting conditions and could be largely 
replicated in an additional sample of 36 healthy subjects who did not undergo any sleep 
restriction.  
The results of the first study support our hypothesis that the dACC might play an important 
role in modulating LC activity to maintain task performance (i.e. fixation) and inhibit a transition 
to sleep. Taken together, simultaneous pupillometry appears an effective way to examine and 
control for arousal-related changes in brain activity during resting state fMRI.  
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Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) is increasingly applied for the development of
functional biomarkers in brain disorders. Recent studies have revealed spontaneous vigilance drifts during
the resting state, involving changes in brain activity and connectivity that challenge the validity of uncontrolled
rs-fMRI ﬁndings. In a combined rs-fMRI/eye tracking study, the pupil size of 32 healthy subjects after 2 h of sleep
restriction was recorded as an indirect index for activity of the locus coeruleus, the brainstem's noradrenergic
arousal center. The spontaneous occurrence of pupil dilations, but not pupil size per se, was associated with in-
creased activity of the salience network, thalamus and frontoparietal regions. In turn, spontaneous constrictions
of the pupil were associatedwith increased activity in visual and sensorimotor regions. These resultswere largely
replicated in a sample of 36 healthy subjects who did not undergo sleep restriction, although in this sample the
correlation between thalamus and pupil dilation fell belowwhole-brain signiﬁcance. Our data show that sponta-
neous pupil ﬂuctuations during rest are indeed associated with brain circuitry involved in tonic alertness and
vigilance. Pupillometry is an effective method to control for changes in tonic alertness during rs-fMRI.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Over the last decades, resting state functional magnetic resonance
imaging (rs-fMRI) has been increasingly applied to identify functional
biomarkers for mental disorders and brain pathology. During rs-fMRI,
subjects are typically instructed to rest inside the scanner for 5 to
10min and to think of nothing in particular. Despite promising new in-
sights yielded by this method, experimental control over the subject's
actual behavior during the resting state is low. For instance, it is unclear
howwell subjectsmanage to keep their eyes open and, if aﬁxation cross
is used, how stable their gaze remains over time. It has been shown that
the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal in occipital regions dif-
fers systematically between an eyes-closed and ﬁxation rs-fMRI condi-
tion (Bianciardi et al., 2009; Marx et al., 2004). Furthermore, a recent
study about rs-fMRI connectivity patterns by Tagliazucchi and Laufs
(2014) indicated that a considerable portion of (healthy) subjects falls
asleep during typical resting state experiments, involving changes in
cortical and subcortical connectivity (Sämann et al., 2010; Spoormaker
et al., 2010). Such vigilance-dependent changes may become particu-
larly problematic when comparing rs-fMRI ﬁndings between healthy
subjects and (psychiatric) patients with hypo- or hyper-arousal
symptomatology.
Simultaneous eye gaze tracking and pupillometry allows for better
experimental control of such confounds. Previous studies have shown
that the ﬂuctuations in the size of the pupil reﬂect activity of the locus
coeruleus (Alnaes et al., 2014; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Murphy
et al., 2014; Rajkowski et al., 1993), a cluster of brainstem nuclei in-
volved in the regulation of vigilance through noradrenergic modulation
(Aston-Jones et al., 1991; Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003). The locus
coeruleus (LC) is located in the dorsolateral pons and, being part of
the ascending reticular activating system (ARAS), has extensive
wakefulness-promoting projections throughout the brain (Aston-Jones
and Cohen, 2005). It is reciprocally innervated by the orbitofrontal cor-
tex (OFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), whichmodulate LC func-
tion based on factors like goal-relevance (Aston-Jones and Cohen,
2005), motivational relevance (Mohanty et al., 2008) and conﬂict be-
tween competing responses (Sheth et al., 2012). The LC features both
an excitatory connection to the sympathetic innervation pathway of
the pupil (originating in the intermediolateral cell column of the spinal
cord) and an inhibitory connection to the parasympathetic pathway
(originating in the midbrain Edinger-Westphal nucleus; Szabadi,
2013). Consequently, increased LC activity involves increased sympa-
thetic and decreased parasympathetic pupil innervation, causing a rela-
tive size increase (referred to as dilation) of the pupil (Szabadi, 2012).
During low vigilance levels, the mean pupil diameter is reduced
(Henson and Emuh, 2010; Ranzijn and Lack, 1997), reﬂecting low
tonic ﬁring rates of LC neurons and a dominant parasympathetic
innervation of the pupil. Furthermore, during the transition from
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wakefulness to drowsiness, spontaneous ﬂuctuations in pupil size have
been reported to increase (Lowenstein et al., 1963; Wilhelm et al.,
1998). This behavior of the pupil has been referred to as “pupillary un-
rest” or “pupillary fatigue waves” and attributed to an imbalance be-
tween the sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation (Loewenfeld,
1993; Warga et al., 2009; Wilhelm et al., 2001). The extent of these
sleepiness-related pupil ﬂuctuations is quantiﬁed by the “pupillary un-
rest index” (PUI), which has been proposed to indicate the subject's
level of vigilance (Ludtke et al., 1998; Wilhelm et al., 1998).
To our knowledge, only two studies have addressed the link between
pupil size and the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal during rs-
fMRI: Murphy et al. (2014) included a regressor for pupil size together
with the hemodynamic response function (HRF) derivatives in their anal-
ysis and reported activity in theACC, right insular cortex, visual cortex and
medulla. TheseHRFderivatives are typically included to capture the BOLD
response despite unknown variations in its timing and duration (Wall
et al., 2009). Yellin et al. (2015) found positively correlated activity in re-
gions of the default mode network (DMN), as well as negatively corre-
lated activity in visual and sensorimotor areas. In clinical, non-fMRI
studies employing pupillometry, the dynamic increase and decrease in
pupil size is frequently analyzed in addition to pupil size alone. For in-
stance, a recent study by Muppidi et al. (2013) provided evidence that
several indices from the constriction and dilation phases of the pupillary
light reﬂex can be used to disentangle parasympathetic and sympathetic
pupil function, enabling a distinction between patients with autonomic
dysfunction and healthy controls.
The aim of this study was therefore to investigate the neural corre-
lates of pupil size andof changes in pupil size observed during spontane-
ous pupil ﬂuctuations in resting healthy subjects. Simultaneous
electroencephalography (EEG)/fMRI studies focusing on vigilance ﬂuc-
tuations have observed activity decreases in thalamus with increasing
drowsiness (Olbrich et al., 2009; Sadaghiani and D'Esposito, 2015;
Sadaghiani et al., 2010), short duration sleep periods referred to as
micro-sleeps (Poudel et al., 2014), and light sleep stage 1 (Kaufmann
et al., 2006). Moreover, neural correlates of EEG-deﬁned tonic alertness
extend to dorsal ACC (dACC) and anterior insula (Sadaghiani and
D'Esposito, 2015; Sadaghiani et al., 2010). Activity increase associated
with increasing drowsiness is typically reported for visual and sensori-
motor areas (Olbrich et al., 2009; Sadaghiani et al., 2010), regions that
also have a negative correlation with eye closure (Marx et al., 2003;
Ong et al., 2015; Poudel et al., 2010) and pupil size (Yellin et al.,
2015). We therefore hypothesized that activity in thalamus, dACC and
anterior insula (salience network) is positively associated with pupil
size and/or change (spontaneous dilations), whereas activity in visual
and sensorimotor regions will be negatively correlated to pupil size
and/or change (spontaneous constrictions). Finding such tonic alertness
correlates would support the notion that pupillometry is an alertness/
arousal marker with a less complicated setup (and data post-
processing) than simultaneous EEG/fMRI, a higher sensitivity thanman-
ual scoring of eye closures, and an established link to a well-deﬁned
neurobiological system (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005).
Additionally, given the evidence for vigilance-dependent changes in
DMN connectivity (Ong et al., 2015; Sämann et al., 2010) and the pro-
posed link between pupil size and DMN activity (Yellin et al., 2015),
we further expected pupil size to have an inﬂuence on functional con-
nectivity within the DMN. Furthermore, previous studies have shown
that thalamo-cortical connectivity undergoes widespread decreases
during the transition from wakefulness to light sleep (Spoormaker
et al., 2010; Tagliazucchi et al., 2013). Hence, we aimed to examine
whether such changes in functional connectivity can already be ob-
served when subjects become drowsy, as indicated by a reduction in
mean pupil size and the occurrence of sleepiness-related ﬂuctuations.
To increase variation in drowsiness and ﬂuctuations in pupil size, a
mild sleep restriction procedure was employed. Finally, we applied
the same pupil/fMRI analyses to a replication sample of 36 healthy sub-
jects (who did not undergo sleep restriction).
Materials and methods
Subjects
The study protocol was in line with the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by a local ethical review committee. Subjects provided
their written informed consent after the study protocol had been fully
explained, and were reimbursed for their participation. Thirty-two
non-smoking, right-handed participants (mean age: 25.9 ± 4.1 years,
range: 18–35 years, 17 female) underwent a general medical interview
and clinical MRI to exclude present and past neurological, psychiatric,
and sleep disorders. Additional exclusion criteria were regular intake
of medication (except contraceptives), a change of time zone or night
shift work in the last four weeks, current pregnancy, and generally ac-
knowledged contraindications to MRI. During the MR sessions, short-
sighted subjectswith less than−3.0 diopterswore contact lenses to en-
sure normal vision.
Subjectswere asked to refrain from caffeine consumption on the day
of the experiment and to get up 2 h earlier than theywould on a regular
weekday. The aim of this mild sleep restriction procedure was to in-
crease the variance of drowsiness levels among subjects. To assure an
intact circadian rhythm, participants ﬁlled out a sleep diary for at least
four nights before the MR session. The sleep diary assessed, among
others, bed time, time of falling asleep, wake-up time and total sleep
time. For each subject, sleep diary parameters (bed time, time of falling
asleep and sleep duration) were averaged across the nights preceding
the sleep restriction night and compared to the corresponding parame-
ters for the sleep restriction night using paired t-tests.
Procedure
All subjects completed two resting state scans of 12min each during
which theywere instructed to think of nothing in particular, tomaintain
their gaze on a red ﬁxation dot presented on a black background, and to
not fall asleep. If subjects had their eyes continuously closed over a pe-
riod of more than 1min without reacting to verbal instructions (“Please
keep your eyes open”), the session was aborted. Sessions which re-
quired such verbal interventions were later excluded from analysis.
Pupil ﬂuctuations as amarker of vigilance level are usuallymeasured
in total darkness in order to avoid the simultaneous occurrence
of similar-appearing, so-called light-induced pupil oscillations
(Loewenfeld, 1993; Warga et al., 2009) which do not relate to vigilance
level. This type of pupil ﬂuctuation can be observed at constant light in-
tensities and has been associated with feedback mechanisms of the pu-
pillary light reﬂex pathway (Longtin and Milton, 1989; Longtin et al.,
1990; Warga et al., 2009). Since recordings in total darkness might not
always be feasible in the MRI environment, we used two rs-fMRI ses-
sions that differed only in their illumination settings to assess the poten-
tial inﬂuence of light-induced ﬂuctuations on sleepiness-related ones:
one run was conducted in darkness with lights in the scanner room
and inside the scanner switched off (“dark condition”), while the
other was conducted in an illuminated scanner environment, that is,
lights in the scanner room and inside the scanner were switched on
(“light condition”). The order of illumination condition was counter-
balanced across subjects and established at least three to 4 min before
the start of each run to ensure accommodation of the pupil. The ﬁxation
dot was presented with Presentation Software (version 16.3, Build
12.20.12, Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Berkeley, California, USA)
using a projector outside the MRI scanning room that displayed the
stimuli onto a translucent screen located at the end of the scanner
bore. Participants viewed the ﬁxation dot through a ﬁrst-surface
reﬂecting mirror attached to the head coil. The color and luminance of
the ﬁxation dot were chosen in a way that subjects were able to see it
clearly in both lighting conditions.
MR sessionswere conducted during the afternoon. Participantswere
asked to rate their sleepiness level on the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale
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(KSS; Akerstedt and Gillberg, 1990) before the start of the ﬁrst run, be-
tween runs and after the second run. The KSS is sensitive to variation in
drowsiness (Barbato et al., 2007; Curcio et al., 2001) and correlates with
EEG and behavioral sleepiness parameters (Shahid et al., 2010). It con-
sists of nine items describing various levels of wakefulness/sleepiness
of which the participant chooses the one closest to their momentary
condition. In order to assess whether subjects felt more or less drowsy
after the rs-fMRI runs, the difference score (KSS after runminus KSS be-
fore run)was computed for each subject (with positive values reﬂecting
an increase in subjective drowsiness) and averaged across subjects for
the two lighting conditions. In addition, we computed a paired t-test
in subjects who met analysis criteria for both conditions to assess
whether the KSS difference score differed between the two lighting
conditions.
Eye tracking
For pupil size recordings, an MR-compatible eye tracker (EyeLink
1000 Plus; SR Research, Osgoode, ON, Canada) was placed at the end
of the scanner bore and below the presentation screen, such that the
subject's left eye could be tracked via the head coil mirror. Pupil diame-
terwas recorded in arbitrary units (asmeasured by the eye tracker) at a
sampling rate of 250 Hz. Eye blinks are automatically detected by the
EyeLink software, and blink-induced artifacts were corrected by inter-
polating values for the period from 100 ms before blink onset to
400 ms after blink offset (due to a tendency for light reﬂex-related arti-
facts within this range). Blinks that occurred shortly after each other
(b100ms)were combined and treated as one single blink. After this au-
tomated correction procedure, the datawere visually inspected tomake
sure that all major artifacts had been successfully removed. No further
manual corrections had to be applied.
Four runs had to be excluded due to technical problems (i.e. instable
corneal reﬂection signal) and two because runs were aborted after sub-
jects fell asleep. In addition, the following exclusion criteria were ap-
plied for further analyses: i) N15% blink/eye closure-related missing
pupil data per run, ii) more than one eye closure longer than 5 s, and/
or iii) eye closure(s) longer than 10 s per run. Compared to typical eye
tracking studies, the rather high threshold of 15%was chosen to account
for the low arousal levels of our participants caused by sleep restriction,
which increases blink rate (Barbato et al., 2007) and thereby increases
the amount of missing data (Regen et al., 2013). In total, this lead to
the exclusion of 8 runs in the dark condition and 11 runs in the light
condition, leaving 24 runs in the dark condition and 21 runs in the
light condition for further analyses (see Supplementary Tables S1 and
S2 for an overview of prolonged eye closures and proportion of blink/
eye closure-relatedmissing pupil data in individual subjects). To ensure
that we did not miss effects of interest due to this exclusion, we re-ran
the main analyses with all subjects included.
In order to account for the slow response time of the pupil to both
luminance change and attentional events (Wierda et al., 2012; Yellin
et al., 2015), the pupil time course was shifted forward 1 s (250 data
points) before using it as regressor in the fMRI analyses. Since the
power spectra of pupil and BOLD signal ﬂuctuations, as well as their
cross-spectrum, are dominated by frequencies between 0.01 and
0.1 Hz (Yellin et al., 2015), a Butterworth band-pass ﬁlter (0.01–
0.1 Hz) was applied to correct for very slow drifts and high-frequency
oscillations. We also performed a spectral analysis of the unﬁltered,
blink-interpolated pupil size data for both conditions (and the replica-
tion sample). Here, the entire run of 12 min was divided into eight seg-
ments of 90 s in line with previous work (Wilhelm et al., 1998). Next, a
Fast Fourier Transformwas applied to each time segment, and themean
power spectral density was computed across subjects for each condi-
tion. The spectral analysis (as well as the preprocessing of the pupil
size data) was implemented inMatlab (version 2015a, MathWorks, Na-
tick, USA).
After band-pass ﬁltering of the pupil data, we computed the ﬁrst
order derivative of the pupil size vector (“pupil change”), which de-
scribes the slope of changes in pupil size, with positive values reﬂecting
phases of pupil dilation and negative values reﬂecting phases of pupil
constriction. To adjust the pupil time courses to the repetition time
(TR; here: 2.56 s) of the fMRI, the pupil size and pupil change vectors
were down-sampled by calculating the mean of each 640 consecutive
data points (2.56 s), resulting in pupil time courses with 286 elements
(corresponding to 12 min), equal to the number of volumes used for
fMRI data analysis. These were later convolved with the canonical HRF
(as well as the temporal and dispersion derivative functions of the in-
formed basis set provided by SPM8, see section fMRI) and entered into
a general linear model (GLM).
Additional physiological parameters were determined for each sub-
ject: i) the average pupil diameter per run, ii) the proportion of blink/
eye closure-relatedmissing pupil data per volume and per run, iii) aver-
age blink duration per run, iv) number of eye closures longer than 1 s, as
well as v) the so-called pupillary unrest index (PUI). The proportion of
blink/eye closure-related missing data over the whole run was deter-
mined by summing the data points during which pupil size equalled
zero (detected blink), divided by the total number of data points per
run. The proportion of missing data per volume was determined in an
analogous manner for time windows of 2.56 s and, after convolution
with the canonical HRF, used as a regressor in a GLM.
The PUI is deﬁned as “cumulative changes in pupil size based on
mean values of consecutive data sequences” (Ludtke et al., 1998). Calcu-
lation of the PUI was adapted from Ludtke et al. (1998): ﬁrst, the pupil
size data was low-pass ﬁltered by calculating the mean of 160 consecu-
tive data points (0.64 s). Next, the differences between four neighboring
means were calculated and their absolute values were summed up,
yielding one PUI value per fMRI volume which was convolved with
the canonical HRF and used in a separate GLM. This procedure was
also applied to the entire time course, and the resulting segment values
were then again summed up to obtain a single, total PUI value for each
run of every subject. In order to test for differences in the above men-
tioned physiological parameters between the two lighting conditions,
paired t-tests or nonparametric alternatives such as the Wilcoxon
signed ranks test (if the data showed a non-Gaussian distribution
based on Kolmogorov-Smirnoff tests for normality) were applied in
subjects who fulﬁlled the inclusion criteria for both runs (N = 19).
fMRI
Participantswere scanned in a 3TMRI Scanner (MR750, GE,Milwau-
kee, USA) using a 32-channel head coil, covering 40 slices (AC-PC-orien-
tation, 96 × 96 matrix, 2 × 2 mm2 voxel size, 2.5 mm slice thickness,
0.5 mm slice gap, echo planar imaging [EPI], TR 2.56 s, TE 30 ms, accel-
eration factor 2). Two-hundred-ninety volumes were recorded per run,
of which the ﬁrst four volumes (i.e. 10.24 s) were discarded due to T1
non-equilibrium effects, leaving 286 volumes for analysis.
FMRI data preprocessing and analysis was performed using Matlab
(version 2015a, MathWorks, Natick, USA) and SPM8 (Statistical Para-
metric Mapping Software, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neurosci-
ence, London, UK, http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/SPM). Preprocessing
steps included slice time correction, realignment to the mean volume
(rigid body transformation), spatial normalization to theMontreal Neu-
rological Institute (MNI) EPI template, resampling to a voxel resolution
of 2 × 2 × 2mm3, and 3D smoothing using an isotropic Gaussian Kernel
(full width at half maximum: 6 × 6 × 6 mm3) for use in the ﬁrst level
GLMs. In addition, the slice time corrected and realigned datawere nor-
malized to a 4 × 4× 4mm3 resolution, andmasks for cerebrospinalﬂuid
(CSF) and white matter (WM) as deﬁned in SPM8 were used to extract
voxel-wise WM and CSF signal time courses. Next, a principal compo-
nent analysis was applied to these signal time courses from the lower
resolution images to identify the ﬁrst three principal components of
both compartments (explaining 39.1–66.0% of the variance in the
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data) for later use as nuisance regressors (CompCor correction; Behzadi
et al., 2007). In order to account for signal changes caused bymovement
of the subject, six movement parameters were extracted from the rigid
body realignment step. Runs with head movements larger than 2 mm
between successive volumes were excluded. In order to assess whether
the extent of movement differed between the two conditions, the fol-
lowing steps were performed: ﬁrst, the absolute values of the
between-volume differentials for the three translation and three rota-
tion parameters (see Power et al., 2012) were summed across volumes,
resulting in one total translation value and one total rotation value per
run. After dividing these scores by the number of volumes, a paired t-
test was applied to test for differences between the lighting conditions
for the translation and rotation scores, respectively. To minimize
motion-related artifacts, we additionally applied motion scrubbing
using FSL (version 4.1, fsl_motion_outliers tool, http://www.fmri.ox.ac.
uk), which yields a matrix with separate columns for each volume
that contains a motion outlier.
The three WM regressors, three CSF regressors, six motion regres-
sors, the absolute ﬁrst order derivatives of these 12 regressors, as well
as the confound matrix from the motion scrubbing step were included
as nuisance regressors in all further GLM analyses. These nuisance re-
gressors were also used in a separate ﬁrst level GLM to obtain residual
images (error term of the GLM). From these residual images, mean
time courses of all voxels within a few selected seed regions were ex-
tracted, including bilateral thalamus and posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), the posterior midline hub of the DMN. The thalamus and PCC
seeds were selected based on the Automated Anatomical Labeling
(AAL) atlas by Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. (2002), in line with previous
work of ourselves and others (e.g. Horovitz et al., 2009). As the left
and right thalamus time-series and the left and right PCC time-series
were highly correlated (mean correlation coefﬁcient of thalamus =
0.73, mean correlation coefﬁcient of PCC = 0.83), we report the analy-
ses for the time-series of the left regions only. After band-pass ﬁltering
(0.01–0.1 Hz), these seed time courses were entered into separate
GLMs performed on the residual images, yielding voxel-wise ﬁrst level
beta estimates.
Three separate ﬁrst level analyses (high-pass ﬁlter cutoff: 250 s)
were carried out, inwhich i) the pupil size regressor, ii) thepupil change
regressor, iii) and the volume-wise PUI were entered. For the pupil size
and pupil change model, the volume-wise proportion of blink/eye
closure-relatedmissing data was included as a ﬁrst parametric modula-
tion to a regressor consisting of volume times only (which was later re-
moved from the model). The pupil size or pupil change regressor was
then added as a second parametric modulation to this blink/eye closure
regressor. This ensured an automatic orthogonalization of the second to
the ﬁrst parametric modulation, providing control for the potentially
confounding effect of blinks/eye closures on the pupil size or change
data.
In each GLM, we additionally included the temporal and dispersion
derivatives of the canonical HRF. The temporal derivative allows the
timing of the HRF peak response to vary, and the dispersion derivative
allows the width of the HRF response to vary (Ashburner et al., 2014).
We included these two derivatives to account for potentially different
BOLD response characteristics of subcortical regions (Handwerker
et al., 2004; Wall et al., 2009) and to achieve a better comparability
with the ﬁndings observed byMurphy et al. (2014), who used a similar
approach.
Simple t-tests against zero on the ﬁrst level contrasts were per-
formed for statistical inference on the group level. Clusters were sam-
pled at uncorrected p = 0.001. Subsequently, a cluster-based multiple
test correction procedure was performed, with signiﬁcance deﬁned as
cluster p-values b 0.05 after correction for family-wise error (FWE).
For the pupil size or pupil change plus temporal and dispersion deriva-
tivesmodels, full-factorial analyses of variance (ANOVA)were addition-
ally performed. In order to address potential effects of pupil-based
vigilance measures on pupil size, pupil change and the functional
connectivity analyses (thalamus and PCC seeds), the total PUI score
and average pupil diameter per run were entered as covariates in sec-
ond level analyses. Moreover, separate psychophysiological interaction
(PPI) analyses with thalamus and PCC as a seed region and volume-
wise PUI, pupil size and pupil change as experimental vector were per-
formed to examine potential interaction effects. Finally, to test for differ-
ences between the light and dark conditions, we conducted second level
paired t-tests in those subjects who met analysis criteria in both runs
(N= 19).
Replication sample
We additionally applied the same preprocessing and analysis steps
as described above to the fMRI and pupil size data from a group of 36
healthy subjects (mean age: 25.0± 3.2 years, range: 19–33 years, 17 fe-
male), which was collected in a second study without any sleep restric-
tion (referred to as “replication sample”). This study involved a 7.5-
minute rs-fMRI/eye tracking session with identical instructions and lu-
minance settings as in the light condition of the original sample (includ-
ing the same red ﬁxation dot). Participantswere scanned in the same 3T
scanner (with the same 32-channel head coil), using a multi-echo se-
quence with three echo times. For the replication analysis, we focused
on the second echo time (TE 28.7–28.9 ms,1 36 slices, AC-PC-
orientation, 64 × 64 matrix, 2 × 2 mm2 voxel size, 3.0 mm slice thick-
ness, 0.4 mm slice gap, TR 2.56 s, acceleration factor 2). One-hundred-
eighty-four volumes were recorded per run, of which the ﬁrst four vol-
umes (i.e. 10.24 s) were discarded due to T1 non-equilibrium effects,
leaving 180 volumes for analysis. Except for one individual, all subjects
in the replication sample met analysis criteria (N = 35).
For spectral analysis of the pupil ﬂuctuations, the 7.5-minute rs-fMRI
run was divided into ﬁve segments of 90 s and analyzed as described
above. To achieve a better comparability, thepupil size and pupil change
ﬁrst level analyses of the light condition in the original sample (referred
to as “original sample”) were repeated with the ﬁrst 7.5 min of the 12-
minute rs-fMRI recording only (in order to exclude potential differences
due to a longer recording session). The ﬁrst level contrast images were
evaluated in the same manner as described before. Moreover, we con-
ducted an independent samples t-test together with the corresponding
contrast images from the replication sample. This test yielded two con-
trasts, showing which pupil-BOLD correlations were more pronounced
in the light condition of the original sample compared to the (light con-
dition of the) replication sample, and vice versa.
Due to the different durations of the resting state sessions in the
original samples (~12 min, 286 volumes) and the replication sample
(~7.5 min, 180 volumes), we computed a relative PUI score for both
lighting conditions and the replication sample by dividing the total
PUI score per run by the number of volumes. An independent samples
t-test was conducted to test for differences in relative PUI scores be-
tween the two conditions. It should be noted that the KSS questionnaire
was not applied in the replication sample. Therefore, all analyses includ-
ing the KSS could only be applied to the light and dark conditions of the
original sample.
Results
Self-report measures
In line with the sleep restriction protocol, subjects reported less
sleep in the sleep restriction night compared to the preceding nights
(mean sleep duration during sleep restriction night: 6 h 7.5 min; pre-
ceding nights: 7 h 49.1 min; t(33) = 10.29, p b 0.001). Average bed
time did not differ between the sleep restriction night (average bed
time: 0:52 A.M.) and the preceding nights (average bed time:
1 The echo times varied slightly due to slice orientation, with a standard deviation of
0.13 ms for this second echo time.
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0:31 A.M.; t(32)=1.63, p= 0.11). Interestingly, subjects reported to fall
asleep comparably later (t(32)= 2.15, p b 0.05) on the sleep restriction
night than the preceding nights (average time of falling asleep during
sleep restriction night: 1:06 A.M.; preceding nights: 0:33 A.M.).
There was a signiﬁcant difference in the KSS-score assessed before
the start of the run and at the end of the run in both lighting conditions
(dark: t(29) =−2.89, p b 0.05; light: t(30) =−5.34, p b 0.001), with
higher sleepiness-scores after each run was over. No signiﬁcant differ-
ences were present between lighting conditions, although subjects
tended to show a slightly higher difference score in the light condition
(t(16) = 1.74, p = 0.10; see Supplementary Fig. S1).
Pupil data
The total PUI scores did not differ signiﬁcantly between lighting con-
ditions (dark:mean of relative PUI=787.12, standard deviation [SD]=
303.67; light: mean of relative PUI = 861.59 (SD = 267.03), t(18) =
1.37, p = 0.19). The average pupil size was signiﬁcantly smaller in the
light condition compared to the dark condition (t(18) = 4.46,
p b 0.001). Neither average blink duration nor the proportion of blink/
eye closure-related missing data per run differed signiﬁcantly between
the lighting conditions (dark: mean blink duration = 223.2 ms (SD =
136.6 ms); light: mean blink duration = 194.3 ms (SD = 79.6 ms);
Wilcoxon signed ranks test: Z =−0.72, p = 0.47; dark: mean propor-
tion of missing data = 0.06; light: mean proportion of missing data =
0.05; Wilcoxon signed ranks test: Z =−0.24, p = 0.81). Furthermore,
there was no signiﬁcant difference in the number of eye closures N 1 s
between the two lighting conditions (Wilcoxon signed ranks test:
Z =−0.11, p = 0.26).
Supplementary Fig. S1 shows the relative PUI, average pupil size and
proportion of missing data per run across lighting conditions for all sub-
jects (including subjects that did not fulﬁll the inclusion criteria for data
analysis). Supplementary Fig. S2 provides an overview of the spectral
characteristics of pupil ﬂuctuations (in line with previous work; Yellin
et al., 2015).
Neural correlates of pupil size
Comparison of the fMRI motion parameters revealed no differences
between lighting conditions (paired t-test: translation parameters: t
(18) = 0.63, p = 0.54; rotation parameters: t(18) = 0.48, p = 0.64). In
both lighting conditions, positive correlations between the BOLD signal
and pupil sizewere observed in thalamus, caudate nucleus and cerebel-
lum (Fig. 1A and B, Table 1 and Table 2). Negatively correlated activity
located to the visual cortex and sensorimotor areas, as well as to the
precuneus, cuneus, posterior insula, and superior temporal gyri. In the
light condition, we additionally observed negative correlations in the
amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus. To ensure that we did not miss
clusters positively correlated with pupil size, we shifted the pupil size
vector forward and backward by 1 s in both conditions. This yielded
highly similarmapswith the same clusters. The paired t-test did not re-
veal any signiﬁcant differences between the two lighting conditions. Re-
running the analyses with all subjects included yielded highly similar,
albeit more robust activity patterns (see Supplementary Fig. S3).
Analysis of the temporal and dispersion derivative regressor re-
vealed additional correlations in multiple brain regions across lighting
conditions: dACC, anterior insula, prefrontal and parietal regions, and
thalamus showed a positive correlation to the temporal derivative and
a negative correlation to the dispersion derivative (see Supplementary
Fig. S4 and Supplementary Table S4). At the same time,most of these re-
gions did not have a signiﬁcant correlation to the canonical HRF of the
pupil size regressor. Visual and sensorimotor regions showed opposite
correlations with the temporal and dispersion derivatives (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S4, Supplementary Table S4).
Neural correlates of pupil change
Analysis of the ﬁrst order derivative of the pupil size time course
(pupil change) revealed a whole network of regions with positively
correlated BOLD activity in both lighting conditions, includingACC, thal-
amus, bilateral anterior insula, frontal regions (superior, middle, medial,
inferior frontal gyri), inferior parietal lobules, precuneus, superior and
middle temporal regions, caudate nucleus, cerebellum and brainstem
(Fig. 2A and B, Table 3 and Table 4). Again, anti-correlated activity was
found in visual and sensorimotor regions. For the light condition,we ad-
ditionally observed negatively correlated activity in a cluster comprising
amygdala, hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus. The paired t-test
revealed no signiﬁcant differences between the two lighting conditions.
Re-running the analyses with all subjects included again revealed very
similar and more robust activity patterns (see Supplementary Fig. S5).
The analyses of the temporal derivative of the pupil change regressor
(i.e., reﬂecting change points in pupil size) consistently revealed posi-
tive correlations primarily in the bilateral thalamus (Fig. 3A and B,
Table 5 and Table 6). Negatively correlated activity was observed in vi-
sual and sensorimotor regions. Rerunning these analyses with all sub-
jects included showed the same clusters of activity (Supplementary
Fig. S6). No signiﬁcant differences were observed between the dark
and light condition for this pupil change point regressor.
Additional analyses: volume-wise PUI, covariates and PPI analyses
For the volume-wise PUI regressor, there was no consistently corre-
lated activity in both lighting conditions. In the dark condition, posi-
tively correlated activity was observed in cuneus, superior occipital
and calcarine gyrus, and in the light condition in cuneus (non-overlap-
ping with the cuneus cluster in the dark condition) and precuneus. No
negative correlations were observed in any of the two lighting
conditions.
The total PUI and average pupil size over the whole run were en-
tered as covariates on the second level for the pupil size, pupil change
and the seed analyses of thalamus and PCC; there were no consistent
correlations across lighting conditions for any of the covariates. (For
an overview of observed clusters in the contrasts, please see Supple-
mentary Tables S5–6).
The same applied to the PPI analyses of the thalamus or PCC with
volume-wise PUI, pupil size or pupil change; also here no consistent
correlations were observed across conditions (For an overview of
observed clusters in the contrasts, please see Supplementary
Tables S8–9).
Replication sample
Comparison of the fMRI motion parameters between the dark
condition and the replication sample (rep. sam.) revealed a signiﬁ-
cant difference for the rotation parameters (t(57) = 2.21, p b 0.05)
and a trend for difference for the translation parameters (t(57) =
2.00, p = 0.051). In the light condition, both translation and rotation
values were signiﬁcantly higher compared to the replication sample
(rotation: t(54) = 2.21, p b 0.05; translation: t(54) = 2.21, p b 0.05),
indicating that the sleep-restricted subjects in the original sample
tended to show a comparably higher amount of head movements.
Comparison of the relative PUI scores revealed a signiﬁcantly smaller
PUI score in the replication sample compared to both conditions of
the original sample (dark vs rep. sam.: t(56) = 10.98, p b 0.001;
light vs. rep. sam.: t(55) = 13.93, p b 0.001). Furthermore, average
pupil size was signiﬁcantly smaller in the replication sample com-
pared to both lighting conditions (dark vs rep. sam.: t(56) = 5.02,
p b 0.001; light vs rep. sam.: t(55) = 3.20, p b 0.01). Comparisons of
the proportion of blink/eye closure-related missing data and average
blink duration per run between original and replication sample did
not yield any signiﬁcant differences (Mann-Whitney U tests:
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proportion of missing data dark vs. rep. sam.: Z = 0.52, p = 0.60;
proportion of missing data light vs. rep. sam.: Z = 0.95, p = 0.34;
blink duration dark vs. rep. sam.: Z = 1.06, p = 0.29; blink duration
light vs. rep. sam.: Z = 0.46, p = 0.65). Subjects in the replication
sample showed a signiﬁcantly smaller number of eye closures longer
than 1 s compared to both conditions of the original sample (Mann-
Whitney U tests: dark vs. rep. sam.: Z=−3.39, p b 0.05; light vs. rep.
sam.: Z =−2.90, p b 0.05). For an overview over PUI, average pupil
Fig. 1.Neural correlates of pupil size in thedark condition (A), light condition (B) and the replication sample (C). Thepositive contrast (hot colors) reﬂects regionswith BOLD activity that is
positively correlated to the pupil size time course, i.e. brain areas that aremore active when pupil size is large and less active when pupil size is small during the resting state. The negative
contrast (cool colors) reﬂects the reverse pattern. Both positive and negative statistical maps were sampled at uncorrected p b 0.001 and clusters were thresholded at a cluster-wise
pFWE b 0.05 (cluster extension threshold set to k = 90). [x y z] coordinates refer to the MNI coordinates of the respective slices. See Table 1, Table 2 & Supplementary Table S11 for
further information on cluster extents and peak voxel coordinates.
Table 1
Regions correlated to pupil size in the dark condition.
Cluster Voxel
pcorr k tpeak x y z
Positive
Cerebellum crus I (R), cerebellum crus II (R), cerebellum crus I (L), cerebellum crus II (L) b0.001 1279 6.86 20 −82 −38
Caudate nucleus (L), thalamus (L) 0.003 174 5.56 −10 −4 20
Thalamus (R), caudate nucleus (R) 0.014 133 5.08 18 −8 14
Negative
Supplementary motor area (L), supplementary motor area (R), middle cingulate gyrus (L), precuneus (L) b0.001 1245 6.79 0 −6 58
Postcentral gyrus (R), Rolandic operculum (R), precentral gyrus (R), insula (R) b0.001 1287 6.48 18 −14 40
Superior occipital gyrus (L), cuneus (L), calcarine gyrus (L), inferior occipital gyrus (L), middle occipital gyrus (L) b0.001 1299 6.01 −12 −84 30
Lingual gyrus (R), calcarine gyrus (R), cuneus (R) b0.001 313 5.86 22 −80 0
Superior temporal gyrus (L), superior temporal pole (L), Rolandic operculum (L), insula (L) b0.001 268 5.82 −50 4 −4
Postcentral gyrus (R), precentral gyrus (L) b0.001 1157 5.72 −54 −14 24
Lingual gyrus (L), fusiform gyrus (L), cerebellum (L) b0.001 472 5.35 −22 −58 −12
Cuneus (R), superior occipital gyrus (R) b0.001 249 5.20 20 −74 26
Inferior occipital gyrus (R), inferior temporal gyrus (R), fusiform gyrus (R) b0.001 241 5.03 34 −80 −14
Note: Table refers to Fig. 1A. Reported clusters survived cluster-wise family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons (pFWE b 0.05) at a cluster extension threshold of k = 90. Only
contributions from regions above 5%cluster are listed. R= right; L= left; pcorr stands forwhole brain corrected cluster p-values, k for the cluster size, tpeak for the t-value of thepeak-voxel, [x
y z] coordinates are in MNI-space.
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size and proportion of missing data across conditions and groups, see
Supplementary Fig. S1.
The pattern of pupil-BOLD correlations observed in the replication
sample was very similar to the one observed in the original sample:
for the pupil size regressor, negative correlationswere again found in vi-
sual and sensorimotor areas, as well as posterior insula and middle cin-
gulate gyrus (Fig. 1C, Supplementary Table S11). The positive contrast
revealed a slightly different pattern compared to the original sample,
Table 2
Regions correlated to pupil size in the light condition.
Cluster Voxel
pcorr k tpeak x y z
Positive
Caudate nucleus (R), thalamus (R), caudate nucleus (L), putamen (L) b0.001 634 7.76 −22 6 8
Cerebellum crus I (L), cerebellum (L), cerebellum crus II (L) b0.001 794 7.51 −34 −50 −34
Cerebellum (L), cerebellar vermis, cerebellum (R) 0.015 138 6.34 −2 −54 −38
Cerebellum crus I (R), cerebellum (R), cerebellum crus II (R) b0.001 764 5.83 34 −50 −34
Negative
Calcarine gyrus (L), lingual gyrus (R), calcarine gyrus (R), cuneus (L), lingual gyrus (L), superior occipital gyrus (L), cuneus (R) b0.001 7775 9.27 4 −90 16
Postcentral (L), superior temporal gyrus (L), insula (L), Rolandic operculum (L), supplementary motor area (R) b0.001 7781 7.84 −36 −12 16
Postcentral gyrus (R), precentral gyrus (R), superior temporal gyrus (R), Rolandic operculum (R), insula (R) b0.001 4490 7.28 38 −18 14
Precuneus (R), paracentral lobule (R) 0.002 203 6.44 10 −44 56
Superior temporal pole (R), parahippocampal gyrus (R), amygdala (R), middle temporal pole (R) 0.014 140 6.00 34 6 −26
Superior temporal pole (L), middle temporal pole (L), parahippocampal gyrus (L) 0.005 169 5.85 −26 6 −30
Note: Table refers to Fig. 1B. Reported clusters survived cluster-wise family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons (pFWE b 0.05) at a cluster extension threshold of k = 90. Only
contributions from regions above 5%cluster are listed. R= right; L= left; pcorr stands forwhole brain corrected cluster p-values, k for the cluster size, tpeak for the t-value of thepeak-voxel, [x
y z] coordinates are in MNI-space.
Fig. 2. Neural correlates of pupil change in the dark condition (A), light condition (B) and the replication sample (C). The positive contrast (hot colors) reﬂects regions with BOLD activity
that is positively correlated to the pupil change time course (ﬁrst order derivative of pupil size vector), i.e. brain areas that becomemore active during spontaneous pupil dilations and less
active during pupil constrictions (resting state). The negative contrast (cool colors) reﬂects the reverse pattern. All maps were sampled at uncorrected p b 0.001 and clusters were
thresholded at a cluster-wise pFWE b 0.05 (cluster extension threshold set to k = 110). [x y z] coordinates refer to the MNI coordinates of the respective slices. See Table 3, Table 4 &
Supplementary Table S12 for further information on cluster extents and peak voxel coordinates.
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with clusters in (superior and middle) frontal regions and precuneus,
but no signiﬁcant correlations in thalamus and caudate nucleus as ob-
served in the original sample. For the pupil size regressor, the indepen-
dent samples t-test between the light condition of the original sample
and replication sample (original sample N replication sample) yielded
one signiﬁcant cluster in superior occipital gyrus, superior parietal
gyrus and angular gyrus (pcorr = 0.002, k = 236, tpeak = 4.89, [x y
z] = [22−58 42]). The reverse contrast did not yield any signiﬁcant
clusters.
The pupil change analysis similarly replicated positive correlations in
dACC, middle cingulate gyrus, bilateral anterior insula, frontal regions
(middle, medial, inferior frontal gyri), inferior parietal lobules, superior
temporal regions and supplementary motor areas (Fig. 2C, Supplemen-
tary Table S12). Negative correlations with the pupil change regressor
Table 3
Regions correlated to pupil change in the dark condition.
Cluster Voxel
pcorr k tpeak x y z
Positive
Caudate nucleus (R), inferior frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (L), caudate nucleus (L), thalamus (R), putamen (L), brainstema b0.001 3462 10.66 16 4 12
Middle frontal gyrus (L), superior frontal gyrus (L), medial frontal gyrus (L), anterior cingulate gyrus (L), anterior cingulate gyrus (R) b0.001 5910 9.50 −4 34 32
Cerebellum (R), cerebellum (L), cerebellar vermis b0.001 372 8.05 0 −50 −38
Angular gyrus (L), inferior parietal lobule (L), middle occipital gyrus (L), supramarginal gyrus (L), middle temporal gyrus (L) b0.001 1590 7.53 −40 −66 38
Precuneus (L), posterior cingulate gyrus (L), precuneus (R), middle cingulate gyrus (R), middle cingulate gyrus (L) b0.001 1439 6.74 2 −38 34
Cerebellum crus I (R), cerebellum crus II (R), cerebellum crus II (L), cerebellum crus I (L) b0.001 1143 6.60 −8 −86 −26
Middle frontal gyrus (R) b0.001 367 6.45 36 44 10
Inferior parietal lobule (R), supramarginal gyrus (R) b0.001 312 6.03 60 −42 44
cerebellum crus I (R), cerebellum (R) 0.001 205 5.65 30 −66 −36
Insula (R), inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis (R) b0.001 346 5.48 34 12 −16
Middle temporal gyrus (L), inferior temporal gyrus (L) 0.023 122 4.93 −58 −38 −14
Precuneus (R), precuneus (L) 0.039 108 4.90 0 −54 56
Superior frontal gyrus (R), superior frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (R), medial frontal gyrus (R) 0.002 186 4.59 20 60 8
Negative
Middle occipital gyrus (L), superior occipital gyrus (L), lingual gyrus (L), fusiform gyrus (L), cuneus (L), calcarine gyrus (L),
cuneus (R), middle occipital gyrus (R), superior occipital gyrus (R), inferior occipital gyrus (L)
b0.001 9910 10.46 −28 −84 8
Paracentral lobule (L), paracentral lobule (R), supplementary motor area (R), precuneus (L) b0.001 842 8.75 2 −30 68
Postcentral gyrus (L), precentral gyrus (L) b0.001 2289 8.43 −38 −28 56
Postcentral gyrus (R), precentral gyrus (R) b0.001 660 6.67 54 −20 50
Note: Table refers to Fig. 2A. Reported clusters survived cluster-wise family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons (pFWE b 0.05) at a cluster extension threshold of k= 100. Only con-
tributions from regions above 5%cluster are listed. R = right; L = left; pcorr stands for whole brain corrected cluster p-values, k for the cluster size, tpeak for the t-value of the peak-voxel, [x y z]
coordinates are in MNI-space.
a Peak voxel coordinates of brainstem cluster: [x y z] = [−2−24 30].
Table 4
Regions correlated to pupil change in the light condition.
Cluster Voxel
pcorr k tpeak x y z
Positive
Anterior cingulate gyrus (L), middle cingulate gyrus (R), anterior cingulate gyrus (R), supplementary motor area (L),
medial frontal gyrus (L), supplementary motor area (R), middle cingulate gyrus (L)
b0.001 2593 10.03 0 22 34
Cerebellum crus I (R), cerebellum (R), cerebellum (L), cerebellar vermis, cerebellum crus II (R) b0.001 1460 9.83 −4 −56 −38
Middle frontal gyrus (R), inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis b0.001 932 8.51 32 44 16
Caudate nucleus (R), thalamus (R), pallidum (R), brainstema b0.001 762 7.82 14 8 16
Insula (R), putamen (R) b0.001 748 6.36 30 18 0
Cerebellum crus I (L), cerebellum (L) b0.001 682 6.17 −40 −52 −34
Middle cingulate gyrus (R), middle cingulate gyrus (L), precuneus (R) 0.008 161 6.08 10 −38 42
Middle cingulate gyrus (R), middle cingulate gyrus (L) 0.003 194 5.92 4 −20 32
Insula (L), inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis (L), inferior frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (L), caudate nucleus (L), thalamus (L) b0.001 1629 5.92 −14 10 14
Supramarginal gyrus (R), inferior parietal lobule (R), angular gyrus (R) b0.001 723 5.88 68 −36 28
Precuneus (R), precuneus (L) b0.001 256 5.48 5 −56 54
Middle frontal gyrus (L), superior frontal gyrus (L), inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis (L) b0.001 625 5.17 −18 50 20
Superior frontal gyrus (R), supplementary motor area (R) 0.002 209 5.01 26 6 64
Supramarginal gyrus (L), superior temporal gyrus (L), middle temporal gyrus (L) 0.036 118 4.37 −56 −52 30
Negative
Hippocampus (L), parahippocampal gyrus (L), amygdala (L) 0.001 223 8.89 −20 −14 −22
Superior occipital gyrus (R), cuneus (R), middle occipital gyrus (R), inferior occipital gyrus (R), calcarine gyrus (R),
middle temporal gyrus (R), cuneus (L)
b0.001 2159 8.56 44 −78 0
Postcentral gyrus (L), postcentral gyrus (R), Paracentral lobule (R), paracentral lobule (L), precentral gyrus (L) b0.001 3638 8.42 8 −34 68
Middle occipital gyrus (L), superior occipital gyrus (L), inferior occipital gyrus (L), cuneus (L) b0.001 2106 8.08 −40 −74 6
Parahippocampal gyrus (R), hippocampus (R), amygdala (R) 0.013 148 6.29 28 −4 −28
Lingual gyrus (L), calcarine gyrus (L) 0.004 186 5.44 −20 −66 −2
Note: Table refers to Fig. 2B. Reported clusters survived cluster-wise family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons (pFWE b 0.05) at a cluster extension threshold of k= 110. Only
contributions from regions above 5%cluster are listed. R= right; L= left; pcorr stands forwhole brain corrected cluster p-values, k for the cluster size, tpeak for the t-value of thepeak-voxel, [x
y z] coordinates are in MNI-space.
a Peak voxel coordinates of brainstem cluster: [x y z] = [0−20−20].
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were again observed in the visual cortex and sensorimotor areas. In con-
trast to the original sample, we neither observed a positive correlation
in thalamus (as observed in both lighting conditions) nor a negative cor-
relation in hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus (as observed in the
light condition) in the replication sample. Still, the independent samples
t-test for the pupil change regressor only yielded a cluster in cerebellum
(pcorr = 0.04, k = 131, tpeak = 4.94, [x y z] = [22−76−26]) for the
contrast light condition of the original sample N replication sample. No
signiﬁcant clusters were found in the reverse contrast.
In line with the ﬁndings from the original sample, the pupil change
point regressor (the temporal derivative of pupil change) again yielded
positively correlated activity in thalamus, in addition to other regions
(Fig. 3C, Supplementary Table S13). Negatively correlated activity was
again found in visual areas. The independent samples t-tests between
Fig. 3.Neural correlates of the temporal derivative regressor for pupil change in the dark condition (A), light condition (B) and the replication sample (C). The positive contrast (hot colors)
reﬂects regions which exhibit increased BOLD activity at the onset of pupil dilations and decreased activity at the onset of pupil constrictions (resting state). The negative contrast (cool
colors) reﬂects the reverse pattern. All maps were sampled at uncorrected p b 0.001 and clusters were thresholded at a cluster-wise pFWE b 0.05 (cluster extension threshold set to k =
110). [x y z] coordinates refer to the MNI coordinates of the respective slices. See Table 5, Table 6 & Supplementary Table S13 for further information on cluster extents and peak voxel
coordinates.
Table 5
Regions correlated to the temporal derivative of pupil change in the dark condition.
Cluster Voxel
pcorr k tpeak x y z
Positive
Thalamus (R), thalamus (L) b0.001 730 7.90 14 −16 12
Calcarine gyrus (L) 0.001 187 4.95 −2 −90 −12
Middle temporal gyrus (L), supramarginal gyrus (L) 0.036 98 4.92 −58 −52 8
Middle cingulate gyrus (R), middle cingulate gyrus (L) 0.004 154 4.82 0 −20 40
Precuneus (L) 0.030 102 4.64 −2 −66 54
Negative
Middle occipital gyrus (L), superior occipital gyrus (L), fusiform gyrus (L), superior occipital gyrus (R),
middle occipital gyrus (R), inferior occipital gyrus (R), inferior occipital gyrus (L), cuneus (R)
b0.001 3568 9.23 −20 −82 32
Postcentral gyrus (L), precentral gyrus (L) 0.001 204 5.70 −62 −12 34
Note: Table refers to Fig. 3A. Reported clusters survived cluster-wise family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons (pFWE b 0.05) at a cluster extension threshold of k = 90. Only
contributions from regions above 5%cluster are listed. R= right; L= left; pcorr stands forwhole brain corrected cluster p-values, k for the cluster size, tpeak for the t-value of thepeak-voxel, [x
y z] coordinates are in MNI-space.
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the original and replication sample for the pupil change point regressor
revealed one large cluster comprising inferior, middle and superior oc-
cipital gyrus, lingual gyrus, fusiform gyrus, as well as cuneus
(pcorr b 0.001, k = 6621, tpeak = 6.18, [x y z] = [−18 −90 12]) for
the contrast light condition of the original sample N replication sample.
The reverse contrast showed a cluster in middle/inferior frontal gyrus
(pcorr = 0.008, k = 170, tpeak= 4.83, [x y z] = [−38 36 16]).
As in the original sample, we did not ﬁnd any consistent correlations
to the volume-wise PUI regressor in the replication sample. The
covariate analyses with the total PUI score and mean pupil size did
not reveal any consistently signiﬁcant clusters for any of the regressors
(pupil size, pupil change, thalamus seed, PCC seed; see Supplementary
Table S7). The same applied to the PPI analyses. Here, no consistent
pattern of clusters was found for any of the PPI combinations (thalamus
or PCC as a seed region and volume-wise PUI, pupil size or pupil change
as experimental vector; for individual results see Supplementary
Table S10).
Discussion
We observed that an increase in pupil size was associated with in-
creased activity in dACC (extending into rostral ACC and supplementary
motor area) and bilateral anterior insula, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
precuneus and inferior parietal lobules, among others. The dACC and bi-
lateral anterior insula are components of the salience network (Heine
et al., 2012) that is involved in orientation to salient stimuli (Menon
and Uddin, 2010), conﬂict and error monitoring (Botvinick et al.,
2004; Kerns et al., 2004; Menon et al., 2001), and evaluation of
performance-related cost (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005). Furthermore,
the salience network (particularly insula) has been suggested to map
dynamic changes in arousal states, and enhanced activity of the dACC
has been associated with the occurrence of sympathetic arousal re-
sponses (such as anticipatory skin conductance responses, blood pres-
sure and heart rate), supporting the notion that the dACC modulates
autonomic arousal according to situational requirements (Critchley,
2005). Interestingly, Sadaghiani et al. (2010) reported a robust positive
correlation between spontaneous ﬂuctuations in salience network ac-
tivity and global ﬁeld power of alpha oscillations (an established EEG
marker of tonic alertness) during eyes-closed resting state. Based on
this ﬁnding, the authors concluded that the salience network seems to
play an important role in the maintenance of tonic alertness. Our data
show a highly similar map in correlation with spontaneous pupil dila-
tions, suggesting that pupil ﬂuctuations or pupillary unrest indices in-
deed reﬂect transient changes in tonic alertness.
In our original sample (i.e. in the sleep-restricted subject group), we
also found a positive correlation with pupil size increases in the
brainstem and in the thalamus. Central arousal and alertness are medi-
ated by the ARAS, which involves noradrenergic projections from the LC
through the thalamus to numerous cortical areas (Aston-Jones et al.,
1991; Critchley, 2005; Saper et al., 2005). The observed brainstem and
thalamus clusters may reﬂect these relay stations of the ARAS
(Naidich et al., 2009). Also, strong anatomical and functional connec-
tions have been shown to exist between the anterior thalamic nucleus
and the dACC (Child and Benarroch, 2013; Liu et al., 2012). In our ana-
lytical approach, we supposed (in line with previous research) that
due to signal transmission features, the neuronal events that trigger
pupil size changes occur about 1 s earlier. By convolving this presumed
neuronal regressor with the HRF, we assumed that the detected central
neuronal sources operate simultaneously. Therefore, one possible inter-
pretation of the observed positive pupil change-BOLD correlations is
that ARAS-controlled arousal leads to both pupil size changes and con-
current thalamo-cingulate and eventually, full salience network activa-
tion to adapt the organism to increased arousal. In line with the idea of
ascending activation from brainstem via thalamus to the cortex, thala-
mus activity was also positively correlated to the temporal derivative
of pupil change, indicating that activity in thalamus was associated
with the onset of pupil dilations. Not easily distinguishable, however,
is visceroceptive monitoring activity following sympathetic tone
changes - particularly the insular cortex holds such functions, as dem-
onstrated in neuroimaging work studying blood pressure and heart
rate visceroception (Craig, 2002; King et al., 1999; Williamson et al.,
1999).
In addition, we found positive correlations with pupil size increases
in regions belonging to the central executive network (CEN), including
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex. The CEN
has been linked to working memory, decision-making (Menon and
Uddin, 2010), cognitive processing of external sensory input (Heine
et al., 2012), as well as exogenously triggered initiation of control and
adapting after errors (Dosenbach et al., 2007). At the same time, it is
sometimes interpreted as constituting a unitary task activation-related
network together with the salience network (Menon and Uddin,
2010). Before the start of each session, the subjects in our study (includ-
ing the replication sample) received the instruction to not fall asleep
and to keep their gaze on the ﬁxation point. Besides representing as-
cending activation from brainstem via thalamus to dACC, the positive
correlation with pupil size increase could also reﬂect a counter-
regulatory pattern that prevents subjects from falling asleep and en-
ables e.g. a continuousﬁxation. This could be achieved through repeated
Table 6
Regions correlated to the temporal derivative of pupil change in the light condition.
Cluster Voxel
pcorr k tpeak x y z
Positive
Thalamus (L), thalamus (R) b0.001 1311 9.39 6 −16 8
Cerebellar vermis, cerebellum (L) 0.006 145 6.37 0 −58 −32
Superior frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (L), medial frontal gyrus (L), middle frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis (L), rectus (L) 0.016 120 5.98 −16 64 −8
Anterior cingulate gyrus (R), anterior cingulate gyrus (L), middle cingulate gyrus (R), medial frontal gyrus (L) b0.001 276 5.98 12 36 24
Angular gyrus (L), supramarginal gyrus (L), middle temporal gyrus (L) 0.012 128 4.84 −58 −58 32
Posterior cingulate gyrus (L), posterior cingulate gyrus (R), precuneus (L) 0.006 144 4.65 −2 −46 14
Negative
Middle occipital gyrus (L), fusiform gyrus (L), inferior occipital gyrus (L), superior occipital gyrus (L), middle temporal gyrus (L) b0.001 1539 8.15 −40 −78 −10
Postcentral gyrus (R), precentral gyrus (R) b0.001 690 7.96 46 −38 58
Postcentral gyrus (L), superior parietal gyrus (L), inferior parietal lobule (L) b0.001 731 7.63 −28 −40 54
Superior occipital gyrus (R), cuneus (R), middle occipital gyrus (R) b0.001 355 6.50 20 −80 30
Superior parietal gyrus (R), inferior parietal lobule (R) b0.001 379 6.48 24 −60 50
Inferior occipital gyrus (R), inferior temporal gyrus (R), middle occipital gyrus (R), Middle temporal gyrus (R) b0.001 252 5.08 32 −80 −8
Postcentral gyrus (L), precentral gyrus (L) 0.002 180 4.36 −48 −22 42
Note: Table refers to Fig. 3B. Reported clusters survived cluster-wise family-wise error correction for multiple comparisons (pFWE b 0.05) at a cluster extension threshold of k= 100. Only
contributions from regions above 5%cluster are listed. R= right; L= left; pcorr stands forwhole brain corrected cluster p-values, k for the cluster size, tpeak for the t-value of thepeak-voxel, [x
y z] coordinates are in MNI-space.
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stimulation of the brainstem/ARAS during periods of low vigilance/
drowsiness, causing simultaneous pupil dilations. In line with this no-
tion, it has been shown that activity in the frontoparietal network is cor-
relatedwith pupil dilation during focused attention (Alnaes et al., 2014;
Siegle et al., 2003), and increased noradrenergic signal transmission has
been suggested to directly enhance cognitive controlmechanisms in the
prefrontal cortex, reinforcing cognitive control following a transient de-
crease in performance (Arnsten et al., 1996; Aston-Jones and Cohen,
2005).
Remarkably, activation of frontoparietal areas has not been de-
scribed in experiments where participants were either allowed to
sleep (Olbrich et al., 2009) or not speciﬁcally discouraged from doing
so (Marx et al., 2004; Marx et al., 2003; Wiesmann et al., 2006). Our
ﬁndings more generally provide evidence that the sleepiness-related
pupil ﬂuctuations may at least partly result from subjects' recurrent ef-
forts of staying awake or maintaining ﬁxation.
The positive correlation between thalamus and pupil dilation could
not be replicated in the replication sample. However, we did ﬁnd that
in both lighting conditions and in the replication sample, bilateral thal-
amus was associated with the pupil change point regressor. Further-
more, the neural correlates of the pupil change regressor did not differ
signiﬁcantly between the original and the replication sample. Therefore,
this result indicates either a failure to replicate or a potential effect of
sleep restriction. This may involve different activity levels in thalamus
in association with pupil dilations or increased top-down signaling
from dACC to the thalamus and brainstem in order to counteract higher
levels of drowsiness induced by the sleep restriction, whichwould be in
line with the higher PUI values observed in the original sample.
Finally, we also found positive correlations with pupil dilations in
parts of the DMN (including medial prefrontal cortex, PCC, precuneus
and inferior parietal lobules). The DMN has been primarily associated
with self-referential processing and attention to internal stimuli, and its
connectivity has been shown to be reduced by sleep deprivation (Ong
et al., 2015; Sämann et al., 2010) and during light sleep (Sämann et al.,
2011). Our observation that the correlation of both CEN and DMN with
pupil size increase was more pronounced (yet not signiﬁcantly different)
in the dark condition could implicate that darkness-promoted drowsiness
leads to counteracting arousal reactions - possibly mediated by the CEN -
that restores DMN connectivity to some degree.
A decrease in pupil size was associated with increased activity in
regions belonging to the visual and sensorimotor system. In the light
condition of the original sample, we also observed anti-correlated
activity in parahippocampal and hippocampal regions. These corre-
lations are in line with previous ﬁndings: Yellin et al. (2015) simi-
larly used simultaneous pupillometry during rs-fMRI and also
found a negative correlation between activity of sensorimotor areas
and pupil size. Similar maps of brain regions (including hippocampal
and parahippocampal regions) have been reported for spontaneous
eye closures during rs-fMRI (Ong et al., 2015) and continuous
visuomotor tasks (Poudel et al., 2014), as well as for cued eye clo-
sures (Marx et al., 2004; Marx et al., 2003; Ong et al., 2015; Poudel
et al., 2010). Furthermore, Sadaghiani et al. (2010) observed that vi-
sual and sensorimotor areas showed a negative correlation with
global ﬁeld power of alpha and beta oscillations (EEG marker of
tonic alertness) during eyes-closed resting state.
In line with previous work (Marx et al., 2004; Marx et al., 2003; Ong
et al., 2015), we interpret the observed activation of visual areas during
pupil constrictions as indicators of internally-focused processing and
possibly, mental imagery during periods of increasing drowsiness.
Given the involvement of the arousal/ARAS system as described
above, the deactivation of these areas during pupil dilations might re-
ﬂect a suppression of such interoceptive processeswhen subjects return
to more alerted states, associated with a re-established focused atten-
tion to the external environment (i.e., to the ﬁxation point). In any
case, the statistical map for pupil constrictions is again highly similar
to the map for reduction in alpha power (Sadaghiani et al., 2010),
which supports the notion that pupil ﬂuctuations constitute a marker
for transient changes in tonic alertness.
In contrast, for the pupil size regressor, positive correlations were
only found within minor clusters including thalamus, caudate nucleus
and cerebellum (original sample), aswell as frontal and parietal regions
(replication sample). This analysis revealed much more wide-spread
deactivation in regions belonging to the visual and sensorimotor sys-
tem, as well as precuneus, cuneus, posterior insula, middle cingulate
gyrus and superior temporal gyri, in accordance with observations by
Yellin et al. (2015). Interestingly, the insula showed both positively cor-
related activity to pupil dilations and anti-correlated activity to pupil
size. This ﬁnding supports previous ﬁndings emphasizing the heteroge-
neous connectivity and function of the insula: the anterior insula has
been shown to bemainly connected with limbic and paralimbic regions
including the ACC, and is suggested to be involved in high-level cogni-
tive processes such as task switching, inhibition or error processing, as
well as affective processing (Uddin, 2015). In contrast, the posterior
insula is associated with sensorimotor processes and strongly con-
nected with posterior temporal, parietal, and frontal areas including so-
matosensory, motor, and premotor cortices (Alcauter et al., 2015;
Cerliani et al., 2012; Uddin, 2015). Our results match these previous
ﬁndings: the insula cluster in the negative contrast of pupil size,
which includes large clusters belonging to the sensorimotor system, lo-
calizes to the posterior division of the insula. The insula cluster in the
positive contrast of pupil change, which includes strong co-activation
of the dACC, localizes to the anterior subdivision.
In contrast to Yellin et al. (2015), we did not ﬁnd a positive correla-
tion between pupil size and DMN activity (including medial prefrontal
cortex, inferior parietal lobules and precuneus), although some of the
regions we observed in the positive contrast of the replication sample
might possibly be interpreted as being part of the DMN. At the same
time, we observed several DMN regions in the contrast of increase in
pupil size as mentioned above. We further evaluated whether the
DMN's connectivity would depend on the subject's overall drowsiness
levels. For this purpose, we included the total PUI score and average
pupil diameter per run as covariates in the PCC seed second level
analyses and additionally conducted psychophysiological interaction
analyses for the PCC seed with volume-wise PUI, pupil size and pupil
change as experimental vector. Here, none of the analyses revealed
consistent effects across conditions.
It should be noted that the inclusion of the temporal and dispersion
derivatives into the GLM with the pupil size regressor yielded a map of
brain regions that was comparable to the positive contrast of the pupil
change analysis. Murphy et al. (2014) also included these derivatives
and also observed a correlation between pupil size and activity in
dACC and insula. Our analyses support the notion that it is not the
pupil size per se, but the increase in pupil size that is associated with
an increase in activity within a circumscribed set of brain areas relevant
for arousal and saliency.
None of our analyses revealed any major differences between the
two lighting conditions, indicating that the possible occurrence of
light-induced pupil ﬂuctuations did not have a large effect at the neural
level. In the present study, we used a light sleep restriction procedure to
ensure a certain level of drowsiness and variability in vigilance. By ap-
plying the same analysis pipelines to a dataset from a basically identical
experiment with no sleep restriction, it could be shown that subjects
who were allowed to sleep normally showed very similar pupil-BOLD
correlations. It should be kept in mind that the present study was not
speciﬁcally designed to assess sleep restriction-related differences:
since we used an additional sample of subjects from a separate study,
the sleep restriction procedure was not randomized across subjects.
We only used the sleep restriction procedure to increase variance in
pupilﬂuctuations; our data simultaneously show that thiswas both suc-
cessful and unnecessary. After all, the well-rested subjects of the repli-
cation sample had much smaller PUI values but similar neural
correlates of pupil change and change points. If the goal of the study
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had been to experimentally compare the effects of sleep restriction ver-
sus normal sleep on pupil ﬂuctuations, objective readouts to verify an
experimental manipulation (e.g., actigraphy or polysomnography)
would have been warranted.
Previous studies using eye video recording included tonic changes in
the distance between the eyelids for the quantiﬁcation of the subjects'
drowsiness levels (Poudel et al., 2014; Poudel et al., 2012). In this con-
text, it can be observed that very drowsy subjects often show droopy
eyelids and/or slow eyelid closures which both involve a partial occlu-
sion of the pupil that can cause artifacts in the pupil size data. The eye
tracking system that was used in the present study features a so-
called ellipse ﬁtting mode, in which the system ﬁts an ellipse to the
pupil area, giving an accurate estimate for pupil size even when the
pupil is occluded by the eyelids to a certain degree. Only for extremely
droopy eyelids (e.g., causing an occlusion of roughly N50% of the pupil
area), the ellipse ﬁt becomes error-prone (manifest in abrupt jumps in
the pupil size and eye gaze data). In the present study, this was only ob-
served in the two subjects in the dark condition who actually fell asleep
during the resting state recording andwho therefore had been excluded
from our analyses. However, future studies that address more intense
sleep deprivation procedures (such as partial or total sleep deprivation)
could have higher incidences of such extremely droopy eyelids covering
more than half of the pupil size. In this case, it is advisable to include ad-
ditional eyelid video recording to allow for analysis of these events.
Finally, in order to investigate whether the pupil-based vigilance
measures exert a modulating effect on the pupil size/change-BOLD cor-
relations and on the functional connectivity of thalamus, several covar-
iate and PPI analyseswere performed. Inclusionof the average pupil size
and total PUI score as covariate in the pupil size, pupil change and thal-
amus connectivity analyses did not reveal any consistent effects across
conditions. Similarly, the PPI analyses with thalamus as a seed region
and volume-wise PUI, pupil size and pupil change as experimental vec-
tor did not reveal consistent correlations across conditions.
Conclusion
Spontaneous drifts in vigilance challenge the validity of resting state
ﬁndings andmight pose a severe confoundwhen drawing comparisons
between healthy controls and patients with hypo- or hyper-arousal
symptomatology. Simultaneous pupillometry enables experimental
control for such spontaneous vigilance changes by providing an objec-
tive readout of slow pupil ﬂuctuations and an indirect index for activity
of the LC, the brainstem's noradrenergic arousal center. Our ﬁndings
show that increases in pupil size are correlated with activity of speciﬁc
brain areas, including the salience network, thalamus and frontoparietal
regions, whereas reductions in pupil size are associated with increased
activity in visual and sensorimotor regions. Pupillometry appears an ef-
fective way to control for changes in tonic alertness during rs-fMRIwith
a less complicated setup than EEG, a higher sensitivity than eye blink
analyses and an established link to a well-deﬁned neurobiological
system.
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3 Disentangling reward anticipation with simultaneous pupillometry/ 
fMRI 
3.1 Summary 
The aim of the second study was to assess whether the link between pupil dilations and SN 
activity previously observed during the resting state would also extend to task-evoked (positive) 
emotional arousal. For this purpose, we examined the pupil dynamics of 46 healthy subjects 
within a well-established reward anticipation paradigm, which required subjects to quickly 
respond to a target cue in order to receive a reward. A cue preceding the target stimulus for 6 s 
indicated the experimental condition (chance to win a monetary reward, a non-monetary reward, 
or no reward), and our analyses were focused on the BOLD correlates of the pupil size and pupil 
change time courses within this reward anticipation window. 
As expected, we found that cues indicating the possibility to win a reward evoked an increase 
in pupil size, the magnitude of which predicted response time to the target stimulus. Similar to our 
observations in the resting state study, we found that these pupil dilations were coupled with 
increased activity of the SN. Furthermore, we observed that activity in the VS was inversely 
related to the pupil size time course, indicating an early onset of activation in line with reward 
prediction updating. Increased pupil size immediately before the required motor response was 
associated with activity in the ventral attention network.  
The findings from our second study further support a role of the SN in performance 
optimization via the dynamic regulation of arousal levels. In addition, our second study suggests 
that pupillometry can be used to disentangle different phases of reward anticipation, with 
relevance for anhedonia symptomatology. 
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A B S T R A C T
The reward system may provide an interesting intermediate phenotype for anhedonia in affective disorders.
Reward anticipation is characterized by an increase in arousal, and previous studies have linked the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) to arousal responses such as dilation of the pupil. Here, we examined pupil dynamics
during a reward anticipation task in forty-six healthy human subjects and evaluated its neural correlates using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Pupil size showed a strong increase during monetary reward
anticipation, a moderate increase during verbal reward anticipation and a decrease during control trials. For fMRI
analyses, average pupil size and pupil change were computed in 1-s time bins during the anticipation phase.
Activity in the ventral striatum was inversely related to the pupil size time course, indicating an early onset of
activation and a role in reward prediction processing. Pupil dilations were linked to increased activity in the
salience network (dorsal ACC and bilateral insula), which likely triggers an increase in arousal to enhance task
performance. Finally, increased pupil size preceding the required motor response was associated with activity in
the ventral attention network. In sum, pupillometry provides an effective tool for disentangling different phases of
reward anticipation, with relevance for affective symptomatology.
Introduction
Abnormalities in the processing of rewarding stimuli constitute a core
symptom in various psychiatric disorders, including major depressive
disorder (MDD), bipolar disorder and schizophrenia (American Psychi-
atric Association, 2013). For instance, reduced reward responsiveness
(also referred to as anhedonia) in MDD has been linked to symptom
severity (Vrieze et al., 2014), longer time to remission (McMakin et al.,
2012) and poorer treatment outcome (Spijker et al., 2001). Previous
studies employing reward learning paradigms have revealed that in
comparison to healthy controls, MDD patients show reduced reward
learning that was associated with self-reported anhedonic symptoms
(Pizzagalli et al., 2008; Vrieze et al., 2013).
Reward processing involves two distinct temporal components: the
anticipation of a positive stimulus and its pleasure-related consummation
(Berridge, 1999). The reward anticipation phase has been suggested to
involve a positive arousal response that is related to approach behavior
(Knutson and Greer, 2008) and has been linked to motivation, attention
and motor-preparation processes as well as goal-directed activity (Ber-
ridge et al., 2009; Klein, 1987; Sherdell et al., 2012;Whitton et al., 2015).
Also, these processes are not necessarily bound solely to hedonic stimuli,
but can become associated with reward-predicting cues as well, for
example through a Pavlovian or instructed conditioning procedure
(Sherdell et al., 2012). Interestingly, there is initial evidence that deﬁcits
in reward anticipation rather than reward consummation drive the
reward-related abnormalities observed in depressive patients (Dichter,
2010; Sherdell et al., 2012) and individuals at risk for MDD (Olino et al.,
2014).
Although the two reward processing components are strongly
coupled, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies in
humans have revealed that reward anticipation and consummation are in
fact associated with the activity of distinct brain regions. For instance,
previous studies have shown that reward anticipation involves increased
activity in the ventral striatum (VS), ACC, bilateral anterior insula,
inferior parietal lobule and brainstem, whereas the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), medial orbitofrontal cortex, and amygdala are more
strongly activated during reward consummation (Knutson et al., 2001,
2003; Liu et al., 2011; Samanez-Larkin et al., 2007).
A recent study employing pupil size recordings in macaque monkeys
by Rudebeck et al. (2014) could show that the reward anticipation phase
is characterized by a sustained increase in pupil size, reﬂecting an in-
crease in autonomic arousal. After lesions in the subgenual (and in some
animals more dorsal) parts of the ACC, the macaque monkeys showed a
failure to sustain this increased arousal during reward anticipation
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(Rudebeck et al., 2014). The initial pupil dilation at onset of the reward
cue was not affected, which would suggest that the actual prediction
update was not affected by the lesion – and that pupillometry may be
helpful to dissect different processes during the reward anticipation
phase. Furthermore, its use in macaque monkeys and human subjects
makes it a promising translational tool, which can be readily employed as
a readout during simultaneous fMRI.
To date, relatively few fMRI studies have incorporated pupillometry
during reward tasks (Bijleveld et al., 2009; Chiew and Braver, 2013,
2014; O'Doherty et al., 2003; Takarada and Nozaki, 2017), even though it
provides a sensitive readout in addition to behavioral responses and an
objective experimental control. To our best knowledge, the neural cor-
relates of pupil dilations during reward anticipation are unknown. In
previous fMRI/pupillometry studies, we were able to show that pupil
dilations are strongly linked to activity in dorsal ACC (dACC) and bilat-
eral insula (also referred to as the salience network) during both resting
state and fear learning (Leuchs et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2016).
This coupling of the salience network, particularly dACC, with
spontaneous and fear-induced pupil dilations is in line with the obser-
vation that the dACC, as well as the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, are major
input regions to the locus coerueleus (LC), the brainstem's noradrenergic
arousal center (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005). In one human pupillo-
metry/fMRI study employing neuromelanin-sensitive imaging, the LC
and dACC were found to correlate with pupil size ﬂuctuations during rest
(Murphy et al., 2014). Moreover, spontaneous pupil ﬂuctuations increase
with increasing sleepiness (referred to as “pupillary unrest”; Lowenstein
et al., 1963; Wilhelm et al., 1998), which in mildly sleep deprived sub-
jects resulted in more pronounced correlations to the thalamus in addi-
tion to the dACC and insula (Schneider et al., 2016). Among others,
activity in the dACC has been associated with the occurrence of sympa-
thetic arousal reactions (e.g. skin conductance responses and increases in
heart rate) and the insular cortices have been suggested to track changes
in arousal states (Critchley, 2005; Critchley et al., 2000; Fredrikson et al.,
1998). Based on this, we proposed that the pupil/salience network cor-
relation observed in our previous studies may reﬂect ﬂuctuations in
arousal levels, and speciﬁcally in emotional arousal. This would make
pupil dilation a primary readout for reward anticipation, akin to fear
learning (Leuchs et al., 2016).
Here, we recorded the pupil size of healthy subjects while they per-
formed a reward anticipation task inside the MRI scanner. We hypothe-
sized that the reward-predicting stimuli would be associated with an
increase in pupil size. Furthermore, in order to investigate the blood
oxygen level dependent (BOLD) correlates of reward anticipation- (and
consummation-) related pupil dynamics, we determined the pupil size
and pupil change (ﬁrst order derivative of pupil size) time course within
the reward anticipation phase. We hypothesized that reward
anticipation-related changes in pupil size would be associated with ac-
tivity of the salience network.
Methods
Subjects
Forty-six healthy subjects (range: 20–41 years, mean [M]
age¼ 28.02, standard deviation [SD]¼ 4.17, 25 female) participated in
the study, as part of a larger in-house study (Biological Classiﬁcation of
Mental Disorders). All subjects were right-handed, non-smokers and
had normal or contact lens corrected vision. Prior to participation, a
general medical interview and an anatomical MRI screening were
conducted to exclude subjects with present or past psychiatric and
neurological disorders, structural brain abnormalities, as well as cur-
rent use of psychotropic medication. The study protocol was in accor-
dance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by a local
ethics committee. Subjects provided their written informed consent
after the study protocol had been fully explained and were reimbursed
for their participation.
Reward task
The reward task was largely adopted from Knutson et al. (2001) and
modiﬁed for pupillometric recordings by using isoluminant stimuli. All
stimuli were presented using Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral
Systems Inc., Berkeley, California, USA) in a central position on amonitor
located at the end of the scanner bore, and could be seen by the subjects
through a ﬁrst surface reﬂecting mirror that was attached to the head
coil. The Shine toolbox (Willenbockel et al., 2010) was used in order to
edit the three reward-predicting stimuli such that their mean luminance
matched to the grey background (RGB-code: 153, 153, 153) on which all
stimuli were presented (mean luminance across stimuli: M¼ 152.90,
SD¼ 0.025).
At the beginning of each trial, a ﬁxation cross was presented for a
variable interval between 3 and 10 s. Next, one of three quadratic gabor
patch stimuli featuring different stripe orientations (see Fig. 1) appeared
for 6 s (reward anticipation phase). The presented stimulus either
signaled the possibility to gain money (tilted stripes), to receive a non-
monetary/“verbal” reward (vertical stripes), or no response requirement
(control stimulus; horizontal stripes). In both reward conditions, the
reward anticipation phase was followed by a brief ﬂash of light (target
stimulus; duration of 100ms), to which subjects had to respond as fast as
possible by pressing a button. In monetary reward trials, participants won
1 € if they pressed the button fast enough. This was indicated by a green
euro symbol that was subsequently presented for 1.5 s. In the non-
monetary reward trials, subjects could not win money for fast respond-
ing, but were nevertheless instructed to react as fast as possible in order
to receive a green checkmark symbol (serving as a form of non-
monetary/verbal reward). In both conditions, a red cross served as
feedback for responses that were too slow. An adaptive algorithm
ensured that participant would succeed on approximately 50% of his or
her responses across the session, typically resulting in a total monetary
reward of around 5 to 6 € (M¼ 5.67 €, SD¼ 1.24 €). The algorithm
automatically adjusted the width of the response time window: For
instance, if subjects responded fast enough, the response time window
that deﬁned button presses as sufﬁciently fast (vs. too slow) would get
narrower, such that subjects would have to respond comparably faster in
the next trial to continue getting rewards.
Compared to previous reward anticipation paradigms which involved
a text-based feedback (e.g. “fast response!” vs. “slow response!”), we
decided to use single digits/symbols (“€”, “✓”,“X”) as feedback stimuli in
order to avoid saccades caused by reading, thus minimizing artifacts
related to eye movement in the pupil data. The red and green color used
for the feedback stimuli were matched to the luminance of the grey
background (RGB-codes: 112, 176, 142 [green], 248, 111, 120 [red]).
The respective feedback stimulus was then followed by a number indi-
cating the subject's cumulative total at that point (e.g. “3€” following the
third successful monetary reward trial), which was presented for 1.5 s.
The control trials did not involve any light ﬂash, therefore no response
was required and neither a feedback stimulus nor a number indicating
the cumulative total was presented.
The duration of a single trial was on average 14.41 s (SD¼ 3.25 s).
The task involved 10 trials for each condition (i.e. 30 trials in total),
lasting approximately 7.5min. The three conditions were presented in a
pseudo-randomized order, with no more than two subsequent trials of
the same condition.
Procedure
Before performing the task inside the scanner, subjects received an
instruction about the reward task in front of a computer outside the
scanner. For this purpose, subjects were ﬁrst familiarized with the three
different gabor patch stimuli and informed about the corresponding
conditions (i.e., tilted stripes¼monetary reward trial, vertical
stripes¼ non-monetary reward trial, and horizontal stripes¼ no reward
trial), as well as the light ﬂash/button press and feedback procedure. To
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make sure that subjects were aware of the instructed contingencies, they
completed a 2-min training of the task outside the scanner without eye
tracking (involving two trials per condition, the procedure of which was
identical to the task inside the MR environment). After making sure that
subjects had fully understood the task and clariﬁcation of potentially
remaining questions, subjects were positioned in the scanner.
Behavioral data
To assess whether subjects showed faster responses for the monetary
compared to the non-monetary reward condition (Knutson et al., 2001),
we computed and tested the average reaction times across respective
trials for each individual.
Pupillometry
Recording & preprocessing
For pupil size recordings, an MR-compatible eye tracker (EyeLink
1000 Plus; SR Research, Osgoode, ON, Canada) was placed at the end of
the scanner bore and below the presentation monitor, such that the
subject's right eye could be tracked via the head coil mirror. Pupil size
was recorded in arbitrary units at a sampling rate of 250Hz. In order to
calibrate the eye gaze position on the monitor, a standard nine-point
calibration procedure was conducted. Post-processing of the pupil data
was performed in Matlab (version 2012a, MathWorks, Natick, USA).
Here, eye blinks in the pupil data (resulting in zero-values) were replaced
by interpolating values for the period from 100ms before blink onset to
100ms after blink offset. Blinks that occurred shortly after each other
(<100ms) were combined and treated as one single blink. To remove
post-eye-blink-related artifacts, we semi-automatically adapted the
standard interpolation window from 100ms after blink offset to 200ms
after blink offset if necessary. After this procedure, the data were visually
inspected to ensure that all artifacts had been successfully removed. No
further manual corrections had to be applied. Finally, pupil data were
smoothed by computing the mean of a 200ms sliding window and z-
transformed to control for variability in average pupil size across
subjects.
Control for gaze shifts and eye blinks
In order to exclude subjects with suboptimal data quality, datasets
with more than 15% blink/eye closure-related missing pupil values over
the whole run (N¼ 7) were excluded, leaving 39 subjects for further
pupil size-related analyses. Additionally, single trials containing more
than 50% of interpolated data points were discarded (M¼ 0.31% of trials
per subject, SD¼ 0.01%; see also Siegle et al., 2003; Visser et al., 2016;
Visser et al., 2013). Since strong shifts in gaze can impair pupil detection,
we also determined the gaze shift per trial for each subject. For this
purpose, we ﬁrst determined the median of the horizontal (x) and vertical
(y) gaze data (within the 6 s anticipation time window) across all trials
per subject, yielding a pair of coordinates that roughly indicates the
center of the screen for each subject. Next, we computed the average
standard deviations of the x (sd_x) and y gaze (sd_y) shift across all
anticipation trials of all subjects (M(sd_x)¼ 92.50, SD(sd_x)¼ 55.77;
M(sd_y)¼ 64.75, SD(sd_y)¼ 72.25), and deﬁned a rectangular window
of 3.3 standard deviations around each subject's center coordinates. If the
subjects' gaze remained outside this window for longer than 1 s, the trial
was discarded (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for an illustration of the gaze
control analysis for one representative subject), akin to previous work
(Leuchs et al., 2016; see Supplementary Fig. S1 for an illustration of the
gaze control analysis for one representative subject). Based on this cri-
terion, a total of 13 control trials, 27 non-monetary and 35 monetary
reward trials (out of 39*10 ¼ 390 trials per condition) had to be dis-
carded in 23 subjects.
Quantiﬁcation of the pupil response
Since we observed that the pupillometry-based discrimination be-
tween the three reward-predicting stimuli reached its maximum shortly
before stimulus offset (i.e., just before presentation of the light ﬂash in
the reward conditions), we ﬁrst calculated the pupil response for each
trial by subtracting the pre-stimulus baseline (deﬁned as average over the
last 0.5 s before stimulus onset) from the maximum pupil size between 5 s
and 6 s after stimulus onset (Fig. 2A).
In addition, to consider the temporal dynamics of the pupil-BOLD
correlations during reward anticipation, a similar approach as used in
previous work was employed (see Schneider et al., 2016). For this pur-
pose, the 6 s reward anticipation time window was ﬁrst divided into six
1-s time bins for each stimulus type. Next, average pupil size was
computed for each bin by taking the mean over all pupil data points per
bin (each 1-s bin contained 250 pupil data points). For reward trials, this
procedure typically yielded a step-wise increase in average pupil values
over time bins (Fig. 2C, top). Since previous ﬁndings showed a robust
(positive) correlation of salience network activity with the slope of
changes in pupil size rather than with pupil size per se (Schneider et al.,
2016), we also determined the average pupil change per bin (Fig. 2C,
Fig. 1. Trial sequence. Subjects had to respond as fast
as possible to a ﬂash of light by pressing a button. The
experiment involved three conditions, indicated by
gabor patch stimuli presented for 6 s (reward antici-
pation phase): In monetary reward trials (tilted
stripes), fast responses were rewarded with 1 €, indi-
cated by a green euro symbol. In the non-monetary
reward trials (vertical stripes), subjects could not
gain 1 €, but were nevertheless instructed to react as
fast as possible in order to receive a green checkmark
symbol (verbal reward). Thresholds for a fast response
time were adapted such that the subject would suc-
ceed in about 50% of trials. In both reward conditions,
a red cross served as feedback for responses that were
too slow. In the control trials (horizontal stripes), no
ﬂash appeared, therefore no response was required
and no feedback was given.
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bottom). To this end, we ﬁrst computed the ﬁrst order derivative of the
pupil data vector (yielding the change in pupil size between consecutive
pupil data points, with positive values reﬂecting pupil dilation and
negative values reﬂecting pupil constriction, see Fig. 2B) and then
calculated the mean of this pupil change vector per 1-s bin. This pro-
cedure yielded six pupil size and pupil change values for each of the ten
reward anticipation periods within the three stimulus types.
Finally, pupil responses to the feedback stimuli were computed by
subtracting the minimum pupil size during the light reﬂex-related pupil
constriction from the maximum pupil size between 1 s and 2 s after
feedback stimulus onset (Supplementary Fig. S2).
Pupil & response time
For exploring potential correlations between pupil size/change and
(button-press) response time, we considered the trial-wise pupil response
magnitude as well as the maximum, standard deviation and last value of
the six mean pupil size/change values per trial (one per second). Next, we
computed correlation coefﬁcients between these trial-wise pupil read-
outs and reaction time within subjects, and tested the detected correla-
tions for statistical signiﬁcance using Wilcoxon signed rank tests.
fMRI
Preprocessing
Participants were scanned in a 3 T MRI Scanner (MR750, GE, Mil-
waukee, USA) using a 32-channel head coil, covering 40 slices (AC-PC-
orientation, 96 96 matrix, 2.5mm slice thickness, 0.5 mm slice gap,
resulting voxel size 2 2 3mm3, echo planar imaging [EPI], TR 2.5 s,
TE 30ms, acceleration factor 2). The reward task comprised a total of
182 vol, of which the ﬁrst four volumes (i.e. 10 s) were discarded to avoid
non steady-state effects.
Preprocessing and analysis of the fMRI data was performed with
Matlab (version 2012a, MathWorks, Natick, USA) and SPM8 (Statistical
Parametric Mapping Software, Wellcome Department of Imaging
Neuroscience, London, UK, http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/SPM). Pre-
processing involved slice time correction, motion correction through
rigid body realignment to the mean volume, spatial normalization to the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template and resampling to a
voxel resolution of 2 2 2mm3 using XYZ interpolation, as well as
spatial smoothing using an isotropic Gaussian Kernel (full width at half
maximum: 6 6 6mm3). In addition, the slice time corrected and
Fig. 2. Pupil size during reward anticipation. A) Pupil diameter (z-scores) in response to the three stimulus types during the reward anticipation phase (average across
all subjects and trials). B) Pupil change (ﬁrst order derivative of pupil size) during the three stimulus types, averaged across all trials from all subjects. C) Mean pupil
size (top) and mean pupil change (bottom) per 1-s time bin, averaged across all trials from all subjects. D) Trial-wise pupil response magnitudes to the three stimulus
types, averaged across all subjects. Trial-wise pupil response magnitudes were calculated by subtracting the pre-stimulus baseline (average over the last 0.5 s of the
ﬁxation cross period, i.e. 0.5 s before stimulus onset) from the maximum pupil dilation between 5 s and 6 s after stimulus onset (time window of interest, see Fig. 2A).
Vertical bars indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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realigned data were normalized and resliced to a 4 4 4mm3 resolu-
tion in order to extract voxel-wise white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal
ﬂuid (CSF) signal time courses, using the a priori deﬁned masks in SPM8.
We then applied a principal component analysis to these time courses in
order to identify the ﬁrst three principal components per compartments
(explaining 39.1–66.0% of the variance in the data), which were later
used as nuisance regressors (CompCor correction; Behzadi et al., 2007).
To account for motion-related signal changes, six motion regressors were
extracted from the rigid body realignment step. Runs containing head
movements larger than 2mm between successive volumes were
excluded. The three WM regressors, three CSF regressors, six motion
regressors, as well as the absolute ﬁrst order derivatives of these 12 re-
gressors were included as nuisance regressors in all further general linear
model (GLM) analyses.
Reward anticipation GLMs
Temporal dynamics of pupil size/pupil change. Separate ﬁrst level GLMs
were conducted for the binned pupil size and pupil change regressors. In
both cases, the SPM design matrix involved three regressors (one per
stimulus type) including the onset times of the six time bins (each
modelled as an event of 1 s duration). To each regressor, the corre-
sponding pupil values (i.e., either mean pupil size or mean pupil change
of each 1 s bin) were entered as parametric modulations (see Supple-
mentary Fig. S2A). We determined the average correlation to all pupil
size/change regressors across stimulus types ([0 þ1 0 þ1 0 þ1]), as well
as the correlations to the individual pupil size/change regressor per
stimulus type ([control stimulus: [0 þ1 0 0 0 0], non-monetary reward:
[0 0 0 þ1 0 0], monetary reward: [0 0 0 0 0 þ1]).
Pupil response magnitude. In order to both assess whether we would be
able to replicate the results from the previously described GLMs and to
provide a better comparability with previous work (Leuchs et al., 2016),
we additionally modelled the reward anticipation periods as single
events of 6 s duration. One single pupil response magnitude value
(maximum pupil size between 5 s and 6 s minus baseline; see section “2.5
Pupillometry”) was entered as parametric modulation to each stimulus
event. Since this approach involved a design matrix that was very similar
to the pupil size/change model (Supplementary Fig. S2B), the same ﬁrst
level contrasts as described above were used. In addition, stimulus con-
trasts were created, involving the contrasts “(monetary and
non-monetary) reward stimuli > control stimulus” ([2 0 þ1 0 þ1 0])
and “monetary reward > non-monetary reward stimulus” ([0 0 1 0 þ1
0]).
Reward consummation GLM
Finally, to reveal brain activity related to reward consummation,
another GLM with separate regressors for the presentation times of the
two reward (“€”, “✓”) and the negative feedback (“X”) stimuli (modelled
as events of 1.5 s duration) was set up, including the feedback-related
pupil responses as parametric modulations. First level contrasts
involved the differential contrasts “reward feedback stimuli > negative
feedback stimulus” ([2 0 þ1 0 þ1 0]) and “monetary reward feedback
stimulus > non-monetary reward feedback stimulus” ([0 0 1 0 þ1 0]),
as well as the positive correlation to all feedback stimulus-related pupil
responses ([0 þ1 0 þ1 0 þ1]).
Second level analyses
Second level GLMs were estimated using the above speciﬁed contrast
images of the ﬁrst level analyses of all subjects, and tested using one
sample t-tests against zero (contrasts [þ1] and [1]). Furthermore, to
investigate potential differences regarding the pupil-BOLD correlations
between individual stimulus types, paired t-tests were conducted on the
respective ﬁrst level contrasts. After collecting clusters at uncorrected
pvoxel< 0.001, statistical inference was based on whole-brain family-wise
error (FWE) corrected cluster p-values, with pcluster.FWE< 0.05 accepted
as signiﬁcance criterion.
Results
Response times
Subjects showed faster responses for the monetary compared to the
non-monetary reward trials (t(38)¼ 2.54, p< .05; monetary reward trial:
M¼ 235.79ms, SD¼ 28.55ms; non-monetary reward trial:
M¼ 245.48ms, SD¼ 35.99ms).
Pupillometry
Reward anticipation
Fig. 2A shows the mean pupil response to the three stimulus types
during the reward anticipation phase, averaged across all trials from all
subjects. Subjects exhibited a strong and continuous increase in pupil size
in response to the monetary reward stimulus, reaching its maximum just
before the light ﬂash. The non-monetary reward stimulus similarly trig-
gered a continuous increase in pupil size during this 6 s time window,
which was less pronounced and did not reach the same magnitude as
observed for the monetary reward stimulus. In contrast to both reward
stimuli, the control stimulus did not cause a dilation of the pupil, but
instead triggered a slight initial constriction of the pupil during the ﬁrst
2 s, which remained small in size the following 4 s.
As mentioned earlier, we also computed the ﬁrst order derivative of
the pupil data vector, yielding a vector that describes the direction and
magnitude of change in pupil size between consecutive data points.
Fig. 2B shows the mean pupil change during presentation of the three
stimulus types, averaged across all trials from all subjects. Pupil change
was highest approximately 1 s after stimulus onset (i.e., corresponding to
the second time bin in Fig. 2C bottom) and remained at a high level for
both reward stimulus types. It is noteworthy that there was a lot of inter-
individual variability in the mean pupil change vector over all trials (see
Supplementary Fig. S4).
Fig. 2C shows the mean pupil size and mean pupil change for suc-
cessive time bins of 1 s per stimulus type, averaged across all trials from
all subjects. As expected, the binned pupil size (top) and pupil change
(bottom) time courses showed a very similar pattern as described above
for Fig. 2A and B.
Fig. 2D illustrates the pupil response magnitudes (computed as
described in the section “2.5 Pupillometry”) to the three stimulus types
over trials, averaged across all subjects. The differences in pupil response
magnitudes between stimulus types were apparent throughout the entire
experiment. A repeated measures ANOVA including the mean pupil re-
sponses, averaged across all trials from all subjects, revealed a signiﬁcant
effect of stimulus type (F(2,76)¼ 124.60, p< .001). Post-hoc t-tests yiel-
ded a signiﬁcantly higher pupil response in the monetary (M¼ 1.31,
SD¼ 0.55) vs. non-monetary reward condition (M¼ 0.83, SD¼ 0.57;
t(38)¼ 5.99, p< .001), as well as in the non-monetary reward vs. control
condition (M¼ 0.01, SD¼ 0.37; t(38)¼ 10.00, p< .001).
Testing for correlations between trial-wise pupil readouts and
response times yielded the following results: For both monetary and non-
monetary reward trials, the Wilcoxon signed rank tests yielded weak but
signiﬁcant, negative correlations for the last pupil size value before the
ﬂash (monetary: M¼ 0.14, SD¼ 0.39, z¼ 2.32, p< .05; non-
monetary: M¼ 0.15, SD¼ 0.36, z¼ 2.34, p< .05), as well as the
last pupil change value before the ﬂash (monetary: M¼ 0.19,
SD¼ 0.40, z¼ 2.61, p< .05; non-monetary: M¼ 0.17, SD¼ 0.33,
z¼ 2.85, p< .05), indicating that larger pupil size and stronger in-
crease in pupil size shortly before the ﬂash were associated with faster
responses.
Reward consummation
Supplementary Fig. S2 shows the mean pupil response to the three
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feedback stimulus types, averaged across all trials from all subjects. After
recovering from the constriction caused by the pupillary light reﬂex to
the light ﬂash, pupil size slowly decreased in a similar way across feed-
back stimulus types. A repeated measures ANOVA including the
feedback-associated pupil responses (computed as described in section
“2.5 Pupillometry”; averaged across all trials from all subjects) revealed a
signiﬁcant effect of stimulus type (F(2,76)¼ 11.80, p< .001). Post-hoc t-
tests yielded a signiﬁcantly stronger pupil response to the negative
feedback (M¼ 3.24, SD¼ 0.91) compared to both the non-monetary
(M¼ 2.98, SD¼ 0.99; t(38)¼ 4.48, p< .001) and monetary reward
feedback (M¼ 3.05, SD¼ 1.01; t(38)¼ 3.51, p< .05). No signiﬁcant dif-
ference was observed between the monetary and non-monetary reward
feedback-related pupil responses.
fMRI
fMRI reward anticipation stimulus contrasts
The contrast “reward stimuli > control stimulus” ([2 0 þ1 0 þ1 0],
design matrix see Supplementary Fig. S3B) revealed bilateral activity in
the inferior frontal gyrus, middle cingulate gyrus, supplementary motor
area (SMA), inferior parietal lobules, inferior/middle occipital cortex,
insula, thalamus, caudate nucleus/VS, brainstem (peak voxel co-
ordinates: [x y z]¼ [42622]) and cerebellum (Fig. 3A). The reverse
contrast “control stimulus> reward stimuli” ([þ2 01 01 0]) revealed
signiﬁcant, bilateral clusters of activation in middle/posterior cingulate
gyrus, precuneus, medial frontal regions, middle occipital gyrus, angular
gyrus and temporal regions. These clusters also survived voxel-wise FWE
correction for multiple comparisons (pFWE< 0.05), see Supplementary
Fig. S6 and Table S1A.
The contrast “monetary reward stimulus > non-monetary reward
stimulus” ([0 0 1 0 þ1 0]) revealed activation in bilateral clusters
covering middle cingulate gyrus, SMA, insula, inferior/middle occipital
gyrus, thalamus and cerebellum (Fig. 3B and Table S1B). The reverse
contrast “non-monetary reward stimulus > monetary reward stimulus”
([0 0 þ1 0 1 0]) showed clusters in left angular gyrus, left inferior
parietal lobule and bilateral precuneus.
Neural correlates of reward anticipation-related pupil dynamics
Temporal dynamics of pupil size. The GLM of the mean pupil size values
per 1-s time bins revealed signiﬁcantly correlated activity in several
contrasts: First, the contrast including the mean pupil size values across
stimulus types ([0þ1 0þ1 0þ1]) showed signiﬁcant activity in bilateral
inferior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus and right superior
temporal pole/middle temporal gyrus (Fig. 4A and Supplementary
Table S2A). The negative contrast ([0 1 0 1 0 1]) revealed corre-
sponding deactivation in clusters including bilateral cuneus, SMA, su-
perior/middle occipital gyrus, as well as in a cluster comprising bilateral
caudate nucleus, putamen and globus pallidus (including VS). It should
be noted that the mean pupil size values were typically lowest at stimulus
onset and increased throughout stimulus duration (see Fig. 2C top),
meaning that the negative correlation of this pupil size time-course with
the striatal cluster implies a mirrored time-course for this cluster (i.e.,
highest activity at stimulus-onset).
Second, in order to assess the extent to which the various stimulus
types contributed to the observed pupil size-BOLD correlations, we
additionally investigated the contrasts which only included the monetary
reward-related ([0 0 0 0 0 þ1], see Supplementary Fig. S3), non-
monetary reward-related ([0 0 0 þ1 0 0]) and control stimulus-related
average pupil size values ([0 þ1 0 0 0 0]). The monetary reward
contrast revealed very similar clusters as the contrast across stimulus
types, involving positively correlated activity in bilateral inferior/middle
frontal gyrus and bilateral middle temporal gyrus, as well as negatively
correlated activity in bilateral SMA, superior/middle occipital gyrus and
VS (Fig. 4B and Table S2B). Regarding the non-monetary reward-related
pupil size correlations, activation was restricted to the right inferior/
middle frontal gyrus, and deactivation was mainly conﬁned to bilateral
SMA (Fig. 4C and Table S2C). The pupil size-BOLD correlations were
least pronounced in the control stimulus contrast (Fig. 4D and
Table S2D), which only showed activation in a cluster within the right
inferior frontal gyrus, but no signiﬁcant deactivation.
For an overview of the paired t-test results, see Supplementary
Table S3. Interestingly, the paired t-test of the control>monetary reward
Fig. 3. Activity associated with the stimulus
contrast “reward stimuli> control stimulus”
(A) and “monetary reward> non-monetary
reward stimulus” (B). In A), hot colors reﬂect
brain areas that showed increased activity
during both monetary and non-monetary
reward stimulus presentations compared to
control stimulus trials. Statistical maps were
sampled at uncorrected p< .001 and clusters
were thresholded at a cluster-wise pFWE< .05
(resulting in an effective cluster extension
threshold of k¼ 100 for display purposes).
Supplementary Fig. S6 shows the same con-
trasts after applying voxel-wise FWE correc-
tion for multiple comparisons (pFWE< 0.05).
See Supplementary Table S1A for further
information on cluster extents and peak
voxel coordinates. In B), hot colors illustrate
brain regions that showed stronger activity
during monetary compared to non-monetary
reward stimulus presentations. Cool colors
reﬂect the reverse pattern, respectively. Sta-
tistical maps were sampled at uncorrected
p< .001 and clusters were thresholded at a
cluster-wise pFWE< .05 (resulting in an
effective cluster extension threshold of
k¼ 100 for display purposes). See Supple-
mentary Table S1B for further information
on cluster extents and peak voxel co-
ordinates. Coordinates [mm] refer to MNI
space.
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stimulus-associated pupil-BOLD correlations yielded signiﬁcant striatal
activation. This is because we observed negative pupil-BOLD correlation
in the striatum during monetary reward trials as mentioned before, and
no signiﬁcant correlations during control trials.
Temporal dynamics of pupil change. The contrast of the parametric mod-
ulation including the mean pupil change values (1-s time bins) across all
stimulus types ([0þ1 0þ1 0þ1]) revealed positively correlated, activity
in bilateral anterior/middle cingulate gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, SMA,
supramarginal gyrus, insula, temporal regions and thalamus (Fig. 5A and
Supplementary Table S4A). Negatively correlated activity was located
bilaterally in middle/posterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus, inferior pa-
rietal lobules, angular gyrus and occipital cortex. The contrast of this
modulation to monetary reward-related pupil change only ([0
0 0 0 0 þ1]) revealed signiﬁcant, bilateral activation in middle cingulate
gyrus, SMA, supramarginal gyrus and thalamus, as well as deactivation in
left angular gyrus and right occipital cortex (Fig. 5B and Table S4B). In
the non-monetary reward contrast ([0 0 0 þ1 0 0]), positive pupil
change-BOLD correlations were located bilaterally in inferior frontal
gyrus, calcarine gyrus, lingual gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, insula,
thalamus and left caudate nucleus (Fig. 5C and Table S4C). No signiﬁcant
negative correlations were apparent in this contrast. The control stimulus
contrast ([0 þ1 0 0 0 0]) only yielded negatively correlated activity in
visual regions, including bilateral middle occipital gyrus and fusiform
gyrus, but no positive correlations (Fig. 5D and Table S4D). Paired t-tests
between the stimulus type-speciﬁc pupil change-BOLD correlations pri-
marily revealed activation in visual cortices, for an overview see
Supplementary Table S5.
Temporal dynamics: additional analyses. To further investigate the tem-
poral dynamics of brain activity related to pupil size/change, we addi-
tionally extracted reward anticipation-related BOLD signal time courses
from several regions of interest (ROIs): dACC, right insula, mPFC, thal-
amus, VS and inferior frontal junction (IFJ), see also the Supplementary
Material section “1.3 Temporal dynamics: Additional analyses” for more
details on the methods. These analyses revealed that regions show a
similar BOLD signal time course as suggested by their individual corre-
lation with the temporal pupil dynamics regressors. For instance, the VS
shows an early peak of activity followed by a prolonged decrease in ac-
tivity, while the IFJ shows comparably late activation. In contrast, the
activation of dACC and insula seems to occur somewhere in between
(Supplementary Fig. S7).
Another approach to investigate these temporal dynamics of reward
anticipation is to subdivide the 6 s time window into smaller time win-
dows and to compare brain activity associated with each window (Sup-
plementary Material section “1.3 Temporal dynamics: Additional
analyses”). When contrasting the early, middle and late phases of mon-
etary reward stimulus presentation using time bins from 0–2 s, 2–4 s and
4–6 s following stimulus onset, we found a similar sequence of brain
activation as suggested by the pupil-BOLD correlations (Supplementary
Fig. S8). The VS shows increased activity in the early phase compared to
the middle and late phase of reward anticipation. In contrast, dACC and
insula activation is strongest during the middle phase, while IFJ activity
peaks in the late phase of reward anticipation.
Fig. 4. Neural correlates of reward
anticipation-related pupil size. The 6 s
reward anticipation time window was
divided into time bins of 1 s, and average
pupil size was computed for each bin, typi-
cally yielding a step-wise increase in average
pupil size over time bins during reward trials
(see Fig. 2B top). Figure A) shows the BOLD
correlates of average pupil size across all
stimulus types, while B) to D) separately
illustrate activity correlated to average pupil
size during monetary reward (B), non-
monetary reward (C), and control stimulus
trials (D), respectively. Hot colors show brain
regions with activity that was positively
correlated to the pupil size time course, i.e.,
regions showing a peak of activity towards
the end of reward anticipation, while cool
colors depict negative correlations, i.e., re-
gions with strongest activity at the beginning
of stimulus presentation. Statistical maps
were sampled at uncorrected p< .001 and
clusters were thresholded at a cluster-wise
pFWE< .05 (resulting in an effective cluster
extension threshold of k¼ 100 for display
purposes). Coordinates [mm] refer to MNI
space. See Supplementary Tables 2AD for
further information on cluster extents and
peak voxel coordinates.
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Pupil response magnitude. The positive contrast including all pupil
response magnitudes (from baseline to the last second of the stimulus)
across stimulus types ([0 þ1 0 þ1 0 þ1]) revealed activation in bilateral
middle cingulate gyrus, SMA, supramarginal gyrus, superior temporal
gyrus, rolandic operculum, insula, as well as activation in a striatal
cluster comprising left caudate nucleus, putamen and globus pallidus
(Fig. 6A and Supplementary Table S6A). The negative contrast yielded
bilateral clusters in medial frontal gyrus, middle/posterior cingulate
gyrus, precuneus, superior parietal gyrus, inferior parietal lobules,
angular gyrus and middle occipital gyrus.
The contrast only including the monetary reward-related pupil
response magnitudes ([0 0 0 0 0 þ1]) yielded similar, albeit slightly
weaker activation in middle cingulate gyrus, SMA, inferior frontal gyrus,
rolandic operculum and insula (Fig. 6B and Table S6B). No signiﬁcant
deactivation was observed in this contrast. The contrast of the non-
monetary reward-related pupil response magnitudes ([0 0 0 þ1 0 0])
revealed deactivation in bilateral precuneus, as well as right angular
gyrus and right middle occipital gyrus, but no signiﬁcant activation
(Fig. 6C and Table S6C). The control stimulus-related pupil response
magnitude ([0 þ1 0 0 0 0]) was positively correlated to bilateral activity
in anterior/middle cingulate gyrus, SMA, rolandic operculum and insula
(Fig. 6D and Table S6D). Negatively correlated activity was observed
bilaterally in inferior parietal lobules, angular gyrus and middle occipital
gyrus.
Paired t-tests between the control stimulus and reward stimulus-
associated pupil-BOLD correlations revealed stronger activation within
right inferior parietal lobule and angular gyrus in both the monetary and
non-monetary reward contrast. For an overview see Supplementary
Table S7.
Neural correlates of reward feedback
Analysis of the feedback stimulus presentations (i.e. reward outcome
phase) revealed stimulus/task effects that were in line with previous
work, see Supplementary Fig. S9 and Tables S8A B. Contrasts of the
pupil responses to the feedback stimuli did not reveal any signiﬁcant
correlations.
Discussion
Our results show that subjects responded with a strong and contin-
uous increase in pupil size to a stimulus that signaled the possibility to
earn a monetary reward, providing ﬁrst evidence that pupil dilation
tracks reward anticipation-related increases in autonomic arousal in
humans. We also observed weaker pupil dilations during presentation of
the stimulus that signaled the possibility to receive a verbal reward,
probably reﬂecting the subjects' comparably reduced effort during trials
in which no monetary gain was possible. In both reward conditions, large
pupil size and strong pupil dilation during the last second of reward
anticipation were associated with faster response times, suggesting that
increased arousal shortly before the light ﬂash had a positive effect on
task performance. In contrast, trials in which no response was required
and no reward could be achieved involved a constriction of the pupil,
indicating a decrease in the subjects' arousal levels (or in other words,
increased relaxation).
Analysis of BOLD activity linked to reward anticipation yielded
similar neural correlates as reported in previous studies (Haber and
Knutson, 2010; Knutson et al., 2001). Compared to control trials, pre-
sentation of the two reward-predicting cues evoked a strong bilateral
brain activation pattern including dACC and insula (salience network),
Fig. 5. Neural correlates of reward
anticipation-related pupil change. Here, the
average pupil change (i.e., the ﬁrst order
derivative of pupil size) was computed for
time bins of 1 s within the reward anticipa-
tion time window. The resulting time course
showed a strong pupil dilation after 1–2 s
following reward stimulus onset (see Fig. 2B
bottom). A) shows the BOLD correlates of
average pupil change across all stimulus
types, while B) to D) separately illustrate
activity correlated to average pupil change
during monetary reward (B), non-monetary
reward (C), and control stimulus trials (D),
respectively. Hot colors show brain regions
with activity that was positively correlated to
the pupil change time course, while cool
colors depict regions with negatively corre-
lated activity. Statistical maps were sampled
at uncorrected p< .001 and clusters were
thresholded at a cluster-wise pFWE< .05
(resulting in an effective cluster extension
threshold of k¼ 100 for display purposes).
Coordinates [mm] refer to MNI space. See
Supplementary Tables S4AD for further
information on cluster extents and peak
voxel coordinates.
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SMA, thalamus, VS and brainstem. In contrast, control trials involved
increased activity in areas belonging to the default mode network
(DMN), including mPFC, precuneus, angular gyrus and inferior parietal
lobules.
In order to further disentangle the reward anticipation phase, we
computed the average pupil size and average pupil change for consecu-
tive time bins spanning 1 s and determined the BOLD correlates of the
resulting pupil size and change regressors, respectively. The pupil data
and its neural correlates both revealed three rather different phases of
reward anticipation: First, activity in the VS was inversely related to the
pupil size time course, indicating an early activation of the VS right after
stimulus onset (when pupil size was at its trough) and a subsequent
decline of activity over the course of the reward anticipation time win-
dow. Previous neuroimaging studies in human subjects have shown that
during reward learning, the VS shifts its response from the time of reward
presentation to the onset time of reward-predicting cues, an activity
pattern that is well described by prediction error models (Garrison et al.,
2013; McClure et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2003). In the present study,
subjects completed a short training of the task before performing the task
inside the scanner, ensuring that subjects had learnt the reward contin-
gencies before fMRI recordings started. Therefore, the early response in
the VS just after stimulus onset (when pupil size was small) is likely to
reﬂect reward prediction signaling.
Second, the pupil change time course showed a group mean peak in
the second time bin of reward trials, indicating a strong increase in pupil
size 1–2 s after onset of the reward-predicting stimulus. In line with a
previous resting state fMRI/pupillometry study (Schneider et al., 2016),
we found that such a pupil change regressor was positively correlated
with activity in the salience network (including dACC, bilateral insula),
suggesting that the these regions showed increased activity during pe-
riods of high pupil dilationmagnitude. Negatively correlated activity was
found in regions belonging to the DMN, which typically show deactiva-
tion during goal-directed tasks (Raichle, 2015; Shulman et al., 1997). It is
worth mentioning that even though a peak of the group mean was
observed within the ﬁrst 2 s, the pupil dilation (change) time-course
showed much inter-individual variability with frequent later dilations
during reward anticipation (see Supplementary Fig. S4 for some repre-
sentative examples). Therefore, a pupillometric dissection of reward
anticipation only partially overlaps with a temporal dissection of reward
anticipation (e.g., contrasting the early, middle and late phases in bins
from 0–2 s, 2–4 s and 4–6 s), at least regarding the neural correlates
(Supplementary Fig. S8). The correlation between pupil dilation and the
salience network could also be reproduced when applying a slightly
different analysis approach as used in a previous fear conditioning study
(Leuchs et al., 2016), including one single pupil response magnitude
value obtained by computing the difference between the maximum pupil
value during the last second of reward anticipation and the baseline pupil
value.
The insular cortex has been suggested to represent the input
component of the salience network (Medford and Critchley, 2010), and is
most likely involved in the integration of internal arousal states with
appraisal of external emotional stimuli (Critchley, 2005). In line with
this, Rothkirch et al. (2014) revealed that reward-related responses in
anterior insula (and ACC) were attention-dependent, likely reﬂecting a
more conscious evaluation of sensory information with respect to moti-
vational value. Increased dACC activity has previously been linked to the
Fig. 6. Neural correlates of pupil response
magnitude. In this GLM, pupil response
magnitudes (maximum pupil size during last
second of reward anticipation minus baseline
value, see Fig. 2A) were entered as para-
metric modulations to the onset times of the
three stimulus types (modelled as events of
6 s duration, see Supplementary Fig. S3B).
Fig. 6A) shows the BOLD correlates of pupil
response magnitudes across all stimulus
types, while B) to D) separately illustrate
activity correlated to pupil response magni-
tudes during monetary reward (B), non-
monetary reward (C), and control stimulus
trials (D), respectively. Hot colors reﬂect
brain regions with BOLD activity that is
positively correlated to pupil response
magnitude, while colors depict regions with
negatively correlated activity. Statistical
maps were sampled at uncorrected p< .001
and clusters were thresholded at a cluster-
wise pFWE< .05 (resulting in an effective
cluster extension threshold of k¼ 100 for
display purposes). Coordinates [mm] refer to
MNI space. See Supplementary
Tables S6AD for further information on
cluster extents and peak voxel coordinates.
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occurrence of autonomic arousal responses such as pupil dilation and
skin conductance responses (Critchley, 2005; Joshi et al., 2016), giving
rise to the notion that the dACC is involved in the modulation of arousal
levels according to situational requirements. In addition, the dACC shows
strong interactions with the SMA and has been associated with motor
response preparation, promoting a role of the dACC as output component
within the salience network (Asemi et al., 2015; Paus, 2001; Sheth et al.,
2012). Based on these ﬁndings, it seems plausible that the integration of a
motivational salience signal (generated in the VS) and current arousal
state within the insular cortex is followed by an activation of dACC that
initiates an adjustment of arousal levels required for optimal task
performance.
We assume that this modulation of arousal is likely to be mediated by
projections from dACC to LC, triggering increased noradrenergic activity
and the observed pupil dilation, as LC activity is known to be modulated
by dACC via reciprocal connections (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005). A
recent study by Joshi et al. (2016) in macaque monkeys provided evi-
dence that pupil-related modulations of neuronal activity in ACC occa-
sionally show an earlier timing compared to LC, indicating a signal
transmission from ACC to the LC. Given the broad evidence that the
dACC/salience network is strongly involved in the detection of salient
stimuli (Menon and Uddin, 2010), performance monitoring (Botvinick
et al., 2004) as well as adjustments in pupil-linked arousal (Ebitz and
Platt, 2015; Joshi et al., 2016), we are inclined to interpret the
pupil-BOLD correlations observed in the present study to result from
top-down projections from dACC to LC. However, we cannot exclude that
the observed correlations in the dACC could also result from a reverse
signal transmission, that is, LC projecting to dACC.
Finally, at the group level, the “increasing arousal” phase was fol-
lowed by a phase in which pupil size remained large. Activity in regions
belonging to the ventral attention network (including IFJ and tempor-
oparietal junction [TPJ]) was positively correlated to the pupil size time
course, implying that these regions showed a peak of activity towards the
end of the reward anticipation trial. Previous studies have linked these
regions to continuous maintenance of attentional focus, also referred to
as preparatory or vigilant attention (Langner and Eickhoff, 2013;
Petersen and Posner, 2012; Robertson and Garavan, 2004). More pre-
cisely, the IFJ has been suggested to mediate the detection of
action-relevant stimuli, as well as the mapping between the target
stimulus and the instructed motor response (Chikazoe et al., 2009;
Langner and Eickhoff, 2013). The TPJ is assumed to be involved in
reorienting of attention (or in other words, refocusing) whenever atten-
tion drifts away from the task (Langner and Eickhoff, 2013; Weissman
et al., 2006). Actually, the control over these attention-reorienting pro-
cesses has been attributed to the dACC, based on its accepted role in
performance/error monitoring (Langner and Eickhoff, 2013; Ridderink-
hof et al., 2004; Weissman et al., 2006) which loops back to the above
suggested dACC-centered second phase. Taken together, it seems that the
ﬁnal stage of reward anticipation is characterized by preparatory or
vigilant attention, during which subjects – in a state of high arousal –
await and prepare for the light ﬂash/motor response.
Regarding the reward consummation period, we found a stronger
pupil response to the negative feedback stimulus, that is, when subjects
were informed that their response was too slow. A previous study (Pre-
uschoff et al., 2011) provided evidence that outcome-related pupil re-
sponses do not signal reward per se, but surprise, irrespective of outcome
valence (win or loss). Since our paradigm involved an adaptive algorithm
which ensured a success rate of 50%, it seems likely that subjects may
have been surprised when they received feedback that a rather fast
response time (which was rewarded in a previous trial) did no longer lead
to a reward. However, the reward consummation phase did not involve
any signiﬁcant pupil-BOLD correlations. This might be due to the rather
short duration of the reward feedback stimulus presentation (1.5 s) and
its short temporal distance to the light ﬂash, which could have masked
potential correlations.
Affective states are assumed to involve at least two independent
dimensions: valence and arousal (Knutson et al., 2014; Russell, 1980).
Previous neuroimaging studies on reward anticipation have occasionally
included a loss condition in the paradigm to disentangle brain activity
related to positive and negative valence. For instance, it has been shown
that the nucleus accumbens responds only to gain (but not loss) antici-
pation with increased activity, whereas the insula shows similar increases
in activity during both gain and loss anticipation (Knutson et al., 2008).
Also, in a previous fear learning study, we were able to show that the
pupil shows a similar response to stimuli that predicted administration of
an electric shock to the wrist. Here too, pupil dilations were found to be
positively correlated with dACC activity (Leuchs et al., 2016), supporting
the notion of a valence-independent arousal response. Future studies
could address the presumed valence-independency of pupil dilation by
including an additional loss anticipation condition.
Finally, measuring pupil responses to reward-predicting stimuli might
also turn out to be informative in a more clinical context. For instance, it
is conceivable that pupil readouts could provide a biological marker for
disturbed reward processing in psychiatric patients with anhedonia, who
may show a reduced reward-related pupil dilation. Also, there is initial
evidence that pupil dilation is sensitive to serotonin and norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) like Venlafaxin (Siepmann et al., 2007).
Therefore, in future studies, it would be an interesting venue to use
pupillometry to track disease/treatment progress in patients with anhe-
donia symptomatology after the start of medication.
Methodological considerations
Previous single cell recordings in macaque monkeys and human fMRI
experiments have revealed a strong link between LC activity and pupil
size (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Joshi et al., 2016; Murphy et al.,
2014). In the present study, however, we did not observe any signiﬁcant
pupil-BOLD correlations in the brainstem. The reason for this could be
that whole-brain coverage fMRI recording as used in this study is not
sensitive enough to detect the proposed correlation in the LC, which
contains no more than 50,000 neurons (Mouton et al., 1994). Future
studies could address this issue by employing brainstem fMRI (at higher
ﬁeld strength), taking into account recent suggestions regarding LC fMRI
by Liu et al. (2017).
To assess whether reward anticipation-related pupil dilation and
pupil-BOLD correlations were confounded by eye movements or blinks/
eye closures, we also tested for differences in the extent of gaze shifts and
blinks during the anticipation phase between the three conditions (see
Supplementary Material sections “1.1 Additional analyses on eye
movements” and “1.2 Additional analyses on eye blinks”). These analyses
revealed that the conditions in fact differed in terms of gaze shifts and
blink frequency. Controlling for gaze shifts within our GLMs did not in-
ﬂuence the pupil-BOLD correlations (Supplementary Figures S10 12),
however, controlling for eye blinks lead to several additional analyses.
First of all, we found that eye blinks were less frequent during reward
trials, and generally occurred most frequently within the ﬁrst 2 s of
stimulus presentation, strongly decreasing in the following seconds
(Supplementary Figures S13A B). We controlled for these blink-related
differences by including an additional blink regressor in the GLMs and
excluding trials with excessive blinking (Supplementary
Figures S14 16). We observed that a parametric modulation which
quantiﬁed the extent of blinking per second was associated with activity
in several regions that had been linked to pupil size/change in our pre-
vious analyses, abolishing the originally observed pupil change-BOLD
correlations revealed by the second parametric modulation (which was
orthogonal to the ﬁrst). When comparing trials with eye blinks in the ﬁrst
2 s to trials without any eye blinks in the ﬁrst 2 s, we found that blinking
was actually associated with reduced pupil dilation (Supplementary
Fig. S13C), suggesting that increased pupil dilations (and increased
correlations with the dACC and insula) are not due to blink-related pupil
artifacts. Moreover, the GLM excluding trials with excessive blinking
revealed a very similar map (however at a lower threshold due to fewer
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trials).
To investigate whether the reduction of pupil-BOLD correlations after
controlling for eye blinks was due to the speciﬁc task (i.e., task-induced
blinking) or constituted a more general feature, we applied a very similar
analysis pipeline to a resting state data set from a previous study (see
Schneider et al., 2016). Here, controlling for blinking in an identical way
did not have an impact on the pupil-BOLD correlations (Supplementary
Fig. S17), conﬁrming the notion of a stimulus-induced temporal coinci-
dence between blinking and pupil dilation during reward anticipation.
From the literature, it is well known that blink timing is related to explicit
attentional breaks (Drew, 1951; Fukuda, 1994; Hall, 1945; Nakano et al.,
2009; Stern et al., 1984), i.e. blinks typically occur immediately before
and after a task to prevent temporal loss of critical visual information. In
the present study, reduced blinking in the reward conditions and the
declining blink rate over time presumably reﬂects a suppression of blinks
towards the end of reward anticipation, preventing subjects frommissing
the light ﬂash due to eye closure.
Another issue concerns whether neural correlates can be reliably
modelled for changes in pupil size on a time scale of single seconds (as
assumed for the temporal dynamics GLMs), given that the hemodynamic
response function (HRF) is slow and prolonged. We compared the HRF-
convolved pupil regressors from the temporal dynamics of pupil
change model to the ones from the pupil response magnitude model,
which modelled the reward anticipation time window as one single
stimulus event of 6 s duration (instead of six stimulus events of 1 s
duration). The regressors from the two models did show differences
despite the “blurring” by the HRF (Supplementary Fig. S18). Although
the “temporal dynamics”-associated ﬂuctuations within trials often
appeared to be rather small compared to the differences between trials,
consideration of intra-trial pupil ﬂuctuations appears to increase sensi-
tivity, manifest in the statistical parametric maps. This notion is also
supported by our observations from the ROI time course analyses and the
GLM involving a temporal dissection of reward anticipation based on 2 s
time bins, yielding brain activity related to early, middle and late phases
of reward anticipation. Taken together, these ﬁndings suggest that it is
possible to disentangle different phases of reward anticipation using
combined fMRI/pupillometry, even though a precise per-second disen-
tanglement might not be possible.
Finally, since the control trials in the present study did not require any
motor response, one might argue that the pupil dilations we observed
during the reward trials might simply relate to motor preparation pro-
cesses. To investigate this issue, we conducted an additional experiment
outside the MR scanner comprising an additional control stimulus that
did require a motor response, which however was not followed by any
reward or feedback stimulus (Supplementary Fig. S5). Presentation of
this stimulus type did not evoke a comparable increase in pupil size as
observed for the two reward stimuli. Therefore, despite an intrinsic
coupling between reward anticipation and motor preparation, we can
rule out that pupil dilations during reward anticipation are solely caused
by motor preparation.
Conclusion
Pupil dilation during reward anticipation differentiates between
reward conditions and appears to reﬂect anticipatory arousal, involving
strongest magnitudes in response to a stimulus that predicts a monetary
reward. These increases in pupil size during reward anticipation could
not be explained by motor preparation-related processes alone. Activity
in the VS was inversely related to pupil size time course, indicating an
early onset of activity which is presumably linked to the signaling of the
stimulus' motivational salience and reward prediction. Reward
anticipation-related changes in pupil were associated with activity in the
salience network (including dACC and insula), which seems to initiate an
increase in arousal to ensure optimal task performance. Finally, increased
pupil size preceding the occurrence of the target stimulus was associated
with increased activity in regions of the ventral attention network,
probably reﬂecting vigilant attention of subjects expecting the target
stimulus.
In sum, pupillometry appears to be an effective tool for disentangling
different phases of reward anticipation, involving reward prediction,
modulation of arousal and attention-related processes. Such an addi-
tional window of access to reward anticipation may be useful for
studying affective disorders such as unipolar and bipolar depression that
are characterized by complex combinations of disturbances of the reward
system, arousal and attention.
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4 Discussion 
4.1 Pupil dilations: an index for salience network activation 
As mentioned in the introduction, previous pupillometry studies reported that during periods of 
increasing drowsiness, pupil size declines while at the same time showing recurrent, spontaneous 
dilations (indicating waves of increased arousal), referred to as pupillary fatigue waves. Given its 
strong projections to the LC and involvement in performance monitoring/arousal modulation, our 
first hypothesis was that the activity of the dACC is correlated to spontaneous pupil dilations 
during the resting state. The results obtained within the resting state study confirm a positive 
correlation between dACC activity and spontaneous pupil dilations. In addition, we found 
positively correlated activity in bilateral anterior insula, which together with the dACC forms the 
SN. Also, in our sample of mildly sleep deprived subjects, positively correlated activity extended 
to the thalamus. Spontaneous pupil constrictions during the resting state were associated with 
increased activity in visual and sensorimotor areas. 
At the start of this thesis, only two studies had addressed the neural correlates of pupil size 
fluctuations during the resting state (see section 1.5.1), yielding rather conflicting results. Our 
findings partially overlap with the observations by Murphy et al. (2014) and Yellin et al. (2015) to 
a certain degree: in line with these two previous studies, we found (positive) pupil-BOLD 
correlations in the dACC and (right) insula (see Murphy et al. 2014), as well as negative 
correlations in visual/sensorimotor regions (see Murphy et al. 2014; Yellin et al. 2015). Moreover, 
our results seem to complement both studies, providing a potential explanation for their deviating 
findings: in contrast to the research groups around Murphy and Yellin, we did not only assess the 
neural correlates of pupil size, but also considered pupil dilations and constrictions in our analyses 
by computing the first order derivative of pupil size. The resulting brain maps argue against a 
robust (positive) relationship between absolute pupil size and global brain activity, but strongly 
indicate that phasic changes in pupil size are associated with widespread brain activity, primarily 
in the SN. Interestingly, Murphy et al. also found correlated activity in the SN when analyzing the 
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neural correlates of pupil size (not change). However, Murphy et al. included the temporal and 
dispersion HRF derivatives in their general linear model (GLM), which can be added to the 
conventional canonical HRF in order to increase sensitivity, that is, to capture neural correlates 
despite unknown variations in timing and duration of the HRF. In addition, Murphy et al. only 
reported F-contrasts, not specifying whether the observed correlations in dACC and insula were 
positive or negative. When using a similar approach as Murphy et al., i.e. convolving the pupil 
size vector with the temporal HRF derivative, we found that this procedure yielded a regressor 
that was very similar (still not identical) to the pupil change regressor. Furthermore, we observed 
that the BOLD signal in dACC and insula did not significantly correlate with the canonical HRF-
convolved pupil size regressor, but only showed a significant positive correlation to this temporal 
derivative-derived regressor (see Supplementary Figure S4). The temporal derivative is typically 
only included to allow for small differences in HRF onset, and is always analyzed in combination 
with the original regressor. One major issue concerning the interpretation of neural correlates 
(solely) associated with the temporal HRF derivative (but not with the canonical HRF) is that the 
temporal derivative HRF does not reflect any known neurophysiological signal. In other words, it 
is unlikely that there are brain regions which show a BOLD signal time course as described by the 
temporal HRF derivative, involving rapid successions of strongly increasing and decreasing 
activity. In sum, taking into account the derivative of pupil size (i.e. pupil change) yielded 
findings that were highly consistent across our studies, enabling a straightforward interpretation 
that fits with the neurophysiological properties of the BOLD response.  
The second hypothesis of this thesis was that reward anticipation-related emotional arousal 
involves a dilation of the pupils, which again was expected to be associated with increased 
activity of the dACC (suggesting a role of the dACC in the generation of emotional arousal 
responses). We observed that the pupil response differed between reward conditions, involving a 
strong and continuous dilation to a cue that signaled the opportunity to gain a monetary reward 
(and a constriction to a control stimulus with no reward possibility). Furthermore, to our 
knowledge, we were the first group that investigated the neural correlates of pupil size/pupil 
dilations during reward anticipation. These analyses revealed that reward anticipation involves 
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three consecutive phases associated with distinct cognitive processes: 1) reward prediction, 
characterized by VS activation and small pupil size at the beginning of reward anticipation; 2) 
subsequent arousal-upregulation, indexed by a strong dilation of the pupils and increased activity 
of the dACC and bilateral insula (SN); 3) preparatory/vigilant attention, linked to large pupil size 
and increased activity of the ventral attention network just before the motor response. 
Our fMRI results are in line with findings from numerous previous neuroimaging studies, 
primarily showing activation of the VS, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), ACC, OFC, insula and 
thalamus during monetary and (to a lesser degree) verbal reward anticipation (Knutson et al. 
2001; Knutson et al. 2000). The VS has been proposed to constitute a central hub in the brain’s 
reward circuitry and previous studies provided evidence that the VS is involved in a variety of 
reward prediction-related processes. For instance, the VS seems to process the motivational 
salience of reward-predicting stimuli, to track anticipated reward magnitude and 
probability/uncertainty (likely represented in different subcomponents of the VS; Haber and 
Knutson 2010), and to mobilize effort and allocate attention to reward-predictive cues (Whitton et 
al. 2015). Our observations of early VS activation support the previously reported roles in 
motivational salience signaling and reward prediction-associated processes. The ACC/mPFC has 
been suggested to track reward prediction errors and to form associations between reward and 
appropriate action (Alexander and Brown 2010; Haber and Knutson 2010; Knutson and Cooper 
2005). Furthermore, based on its established role in conflict monitoring, the dACC (together with 
the dorsal PFC) has been proposed to play an important role in comparing different options, 
choosing the most valuable option, and translating the choice into a goal-directed action (Haber 
and Knutson 2010). By simultaneously recording pupil size as an index of autonomic arousal, we 
could show for the first time that the dACC (together with bilateral insula) is also involved in the 
regulation of reward anticipation-related arousal in humans. A similar link between ACC activity 
and reward-related increases in arousal (indexed by pupil dilation) has recently been shown in 
macaque monkeys: Rudebeck et al. (2014) could demonstrate that after lesions of the subgenual 
ACC (partly extending to the dACC), monkeys only showed an initial, brief pupil dilation to a 
reward-predicting cue, but failed to maintain an increased pupil size (i.e. a high level of arousal) 
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until the anticipated reward was delivered (see section 1.5.3, Figure 3). Our results largely extend 
this finding to humans, showing that reward anticipation-related pupil dilations involve increased 
activity in the dACC/SN. 
4.2 Salience network: performance optimization through arousal modulation 
In the resting state study, participants received the instruction to continuously fixate on a fixation 
dot, to think of nothing in particular, and not to fall asleep during the recording session. 
Maintaining fixation on a dot over 12 minutes while lying in a horizontal position in a weakly 
illuminated environment after a night of sleep restriction (together with the monotonous, ear plug-
dampened sounds of the MRI scanner) is likely to promote sleepiness. Previous studies showed 
that the transition to a drowsy state involves a decrease in pupil size, reflecting a decrease in tonic 
LC activity. Declining tonic LC activity has been suggested to promote a disengagement from the 
external environment, eventually facilitating the transition to sleep (Aston-Jones and Cohen 
2005b). In line with this, daytime sleepiness has been linked to an increased occurrence of task-
unrelated, internally-focused mentation such as mind wandering and daydreaming (Carciofo et al. 
2014). Mind wandering and daydreaming affect task performance by shifting attention away from 
the external environment. We found that a dilation of the pupils, either occurring spontaneously 
during the resting state or in response to a reward-predicting cue, was associated with activation 
of the SN.  
The SN is assumed to play an important role for task performance, particularly by detecting 
conflicts and errors (Botvinick et al. 2004; Kerns et al. 2004). Our results strongly support the 
idea that the SN optimizes task performance by modulating arousal levels according to situational 
requirements: in the resting state, the transition to a drowsy state (likely accompanied by 
increased mind wandering/daydreaming) compromises attention to the fixation cross, creating a 
conflict. Therefore, the recurring pupil dilations observed during periods of increasing drowsiness 
are likely to reflect processes restoring external attention and inhibiting a transition to sleep. We 
propose that spontaneous decreases in arousal levels are first detected by the insula, which 
previously has been suggested to track changes in interoceptive states (Critchley 2005; Critchley 
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et al. 2000; Medford and Critchley 2010). Furthermore, we expect that the conflict between the 
current arousal state (drowsiness) and the arousal level required for continuous task performance 
is detected by the dACC. Since the dACC is a major input region to the LC and previously has 
been linked to the generation of sympathetic arousal responses (Critchley 2005; Critchley et al. 
2000; Medford and Critchley 2010) we believe that the dACC subsequently sends a signal to the 
LC, initiating a compensatory upregulation of arousal levels. 
Alternatively, SN activation during periods of pupil dilation could also result from a reverse 
signal transmission, that is, LC projecting to dACC. The LC is known to be part of the so-called 
ascending reticular activating system, which mediates arousal and involves projections from the 
LC through the thalamus to numerous cortical areas (Aston-Jones et al. 2001; Daube 1986; Saper 
et al. 2005). We found that activity in bilateral thalamus was associated with pupil change points, 
indicating that thalamic activation occurred immediately before the pupil started to dilate. On the 
one hand, as dACC activity correlated most strongly with the following pupil dilation, this finding 
appears to support a signal propagation from thalamus to dACC, which is difficult to reconcile 
with a cognitive view on pupil fluctuations. Such spread of arousal-related activity could originate 
from the LC.  
On the other hand, other studies provided evidence that the thalamus (within a thalamo-
cortical circuit) is strongly involved in performance monitoring and conflict-related cognitive 
control (Bellebaum et al. 2005; Blakemore et al. 1998; Diamond and Ahissar 2007; Ide and Li 
2011; Mitchell et al. 2007; Seifert et al. 2011; Wagner et al. 2006). For instance, Seifert et al. 
(2011) investigated patients with focal thalamic lesions and healthy subjects using diffusion-based 
tractography as well as electrophysiological recordings during a flanker task. They found that the 
thalamus closely interacts with the anterior midcingulate cortex during performance monitoring, 
concluding that thalamo-cingulate interactions appear to be necessary for the generation of an 
error signal in the anterior midcingulate cortex. With regard to our study, this could indicate that 
the conflict between increasing drowsiness and task engagement might be first detected by the 
thalamus, which would trigger SN activation subsequently. Such an interpretation would again fit 
our cognitive “performance optimization” interpretation (although it remains unclear where the 
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performance monitoring-associated input to the thalamus would stem from). Similarly, a recent 
study in macaque monkeys provided evidence that pupil-linked modulations of ACC activity can 
both temporally precede and follow LC activation (Joshi et al. 2016). We primarily interpreted 
waves of pupil dilation during periods of decreasing tonic pupil size to reflect intentional efforts 
to stay awake/keep external attention, involving a neuronal signal that first emerges in the 
insula/dACC and then propagates (presumably via the thalamus) to the LC. Such an interpretation 
implies that animals should not display spontaneous waves of increased arousal under similar 
experimental conditions (i.e. if not rewarded for staying awake/keeping fixation). This notion is 
supported by earlier reports by Lowenstein and Loewenfeld (1964), stating that monkeys, “devoid 
of spontaneous thoughts or emotions which would keep them awake”, do not show pupillary 
fatigue waves. Instead, “after a few minutes (…) the pupils become smaller, and soon the animal 
falls asleep” (p. 142). In sum, such a cognitive interpretation extends previous theories on the 
origin of the pupillary fatigue waves with a main focus on imbalance of the sympathetic and 
parasympathetic nervous system (e.g. Loewenfeld 1993; Warga et al. 2009; Wilhelm et al. 2001).  
In the reward anticipation paradigm, responding quickly to a target stimulus in order to 
achieve a reward requires a certain level of autonomic arousal. Similar to keeping fixation in the 
resting state, this task is hampered once subjects become drowsy or distracted by interoceptive 
mentation. At the onset of the reward predicting cue, subjects’ pupil size was typically rather 
small, indicating comparatively low arousal and LC activity. At the same time, we observed an 
early activation of the VS, likely reflecting a reward prediction signal, followed by activation of 
the SN and a strong increase in pupil size. We assume that the strong increase in pupil size 
following presentation of a cue that predicted the opportunity to win a monetary reward likely 
reflects an emotional arousal response. As described earlier, arousal is a key component of reward 
anticipation since it involves an increase in sympathetic activity and thus enables/facilitates 
reward approach behavior. In our paradigm, successful reward attainment required a fast motor 
response to a target stimulus occurring at the end of the reward anticipation time window. We 
found that pupil size preceding the target stimulus was negatively correlated with response time, 
confirming that high arousal (i.e. large pupil size) promotes fast responding. Again, our results 
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suggest that such a dynamic adjustment of arousal levels is initiated by the SN: the insula has 
been suggested to integrate internal arousal states with cognitive/evaluative and emotional 
information (Citron et al. 2014; Craig 2009; Critchley 2005). For instance, a study by Phillips et 
al. (2003) demonstrated that the bilateral anterior insula responds to both (non-painful) 
oesophageal stimulation and viewing of fearful faces and that insula activation was synergistically 
enhanced when the two stimuli were delivered simultaneously. Based on such findings, we 
propose that the insula plays a key role in integrating the momentary state of autonomic arousal 
and the reward prediction/motivational salience signal generated in the VS. Furthermore, we 
expect that the subsequent arousal response is triggered by the dACC via its projections to the LC. 
In addition, the dACC shows strong connections to the frontal motor system (especially to the 
SMA) and has been considered a major interface between cognitive and sensorimotor processing 
(Paus 2001), including a role in motor control by maintaining stimulus timing expectancy (Asemi 
et al. 2015). Joint activations of the (anterior) insula and ACC have been reported in numerous 
previous studies, which gave rise to the idea that the two structures work together as 
complementary limbic sensory and motor regions, in a similar way as the somatosensory and 
motor cortices (Craig 2009).  
As mentioned earlier, decreasing tonic LC activity is assumed to promote a disengagement 
from the external environment, associated with drowsiness and increased occurrence of mind 
wandering/daydreaming. Previous studies showed that mind wandering and daydreaming are 
linked to increased activity in the DMN as well as secondary visual (especially lingual gyrus) and 
somatosensory regions (for a recent meta-analysis, see Fox et al. 2015). We found that 
spontaneous constrictions of the pupil and small pupil size during the resting state were associated 
with increased activity in secondary visual (including bilateral lingual gyrus) and somatosensory 
regions, supporting the notion that a decline in autonomic arousal/LC activity likely involves an 
increased occurrence of interoceptive mentation. In line with this notion, pupil dilations during 
reward anticipation were associated with an inhibition of DMN activity, suggesting that the state 
of increased emotional arousal while subjects were expecting the target stimulus involved a 
suppression of internal processes (likely facilitating a fast detection of the target stimulus). 
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However, we did not find a similar link for DMN activity in the resting state study. Although 
increased activity of visual and somatosensory regions has typically been attributed to a (wakeful) 
interoceptive state, activation of these regions has also been linked to hypnagogic hallucinations 
(i.e. dream-like mentation) occurring during sleep onset and microsleeps (Ong et al. 2015; Poudel 
et al. 2014). A recent study by Tagliazucchi and Laufs (2014) revealed that a large portion of 
subjects actually falls asleep during the resting state, implying that pupil constriction-related 
activations of visual and sensorimotor regions might also reflect microsleep-related hypnagogic 
hallucinations. Sleep deprivation and the transition to sleep has been shown to result in a decline 
in functional connectivity of the DMN (Ong et al. 2015; Sämann et al. 2010; Sämann et al. 2011), 
which might explain to some extent why we did not observe additional DMN activation during 
pupil constrictions in the resting state (however, we excluded subjects that fell asleep from our 
analyses). 
Taken together, the two studies showed that pupillometry allows tracking spontaneous 
changes in vigilance/arousal as well as task-induced emotional arousal. Furthermore, while SN 
activity during the resting state appears to maintain task performance by restoring external 
attention and inhibiting sleep during periods of increased drowsiness, the SN-mediated 
upregulation of arousal during reward anticipation likely facilitates goal-directed motor responses 
(or more generally, reward approach behavior). 
4.3 Pupillometry: an index for the LC-NA system? 
We proposed that the SN dynamically adjusts arousal by modulating activity of the LC-NA 
system, implying that we should have found a pupil-BOLD correlation in the LC as well. We did 
observe pupil-correlated activity in brainstem clusters in proximity to the LC; however, as 
described in section 1.4.1, standard fMRI recordings are not suitable to reliably capture signals 
within small brainstem nuclei like the LC. We thus refrained from over-interpreting the observed 
correlations in the brainstem. Still, it should be noted that Murphy et al. (2014) previously found 
evidence for a correlation between pupil size and the BOLD signal in human LC by using special 
brainstem imaging techniques. 
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As described earlier, the pupil is innervated by a sympathetic and parasympathetic pathway, 
involving NA and ACh signaling, respectively. NA release activates the α1-adrenergic receptors 
of the dilator muscle, causing a dilation of the pupil. The constriction is mediated by ACh, 
activating the muscarinic receptors of the constrictor muscle and inhibiting NA activity in the 
dilator muscle. Resting pupil size generally mirrors the balance between the two systems and a 
dilation of the pupil can either reflect increased NA or decreased ACh input, or both. Previous 
studies provided evidence that the influences of different systems on the pupil may be 
disentangled by separately analyzing different phases/features of the pupillary light reflex (PLR; 
e.g. Fountoulakis et al. 1999; Loewenfeld 1993). Assessment of the PLR typically involves 
administration of a brief light flash, causing a constriction and re-dilation of the pupil, that is, a 
successive activation of the parasympathetic and sympathetic innervation of the iris. Since pupil 
constriction starts when ACh activity plus ACh-mediated blockade of NA activity overcome NA 
activity, the latency of constriction has been proposed to be a measure for the balance between 
ACh and NA activity. The amplitude of constriction is assumed to provide an absolute measure of 
ACh activity, since NA activity is already neutralized (Fountoulakis et al. 1999). Since the 
subsequent dilation of the pupil is triggered by NA release, recovery time (i.e. the duration of the 
re-dilation) has been suggested to provide a measure of NA activity (Bitsios et al. 1999; 
Fountoulakis et al. 1999; Loewenfeld 1993).  
The distinct features of the PLR have previously been investigated to make inferences about 
the extent to which the two systems are affected in certain psychiatric disorders. For instance, 
Fountoulakis et al. (1999) found that depressive patients show shorter constriction latencies and 
concluded that depression is primarily characterized by NA hypoactivity (and to a lesser extent 
ACh hypoactivity). Several groups also investigated the effects of different antidepressant 
medications on the PLR readouts in patients and healthy controls. In sum, these studies showed 
that NA reuptake inhibitors potentiate the sympathetic input to the pupil (Bitsios et al. 1999; Kerr 
and Szabadi 1985; Shur and Checkley 1982; Theofilopoulos et al. 1995). For instance, Bitsios et 
al. (1999) found that venlafaxine administration (a selective serotonin and NA reuptake inhibitor 
[SSNRI]) involves an increased resting pupil diameter, a prolonged latency and decreased 
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amplitude of PLR-related pupil constriction, as well as a shortened recovery time. Venlafaxine is 
known to have negligible affinity for muscarinic ACh receptors, implying that the observed 
effects were not due to the blockade of ACh signaling. Furthermore, paroxetine (a selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitor with little effect on NA re-uptake) did not have significant effects on 
the pupil. These results indicate that the pupil-dilating effects of Venlafaxine cannot be traced 
back to changes in serotonergic and ACh signaling, but result from an increase in NA levels due 
to the blockade of NA uptake.  
Taken together, our interpretation that pupil dilations reflect increased firing of LC 
neurons/NA signaling is supported by converging evidence from electrophysiology, 
pharmacology, anatomy, and human imaging. Still, it should be noted that correlations of LC 
activity and pupil dilation might theoretically also result from a common input to the LC and EW 
(see section 1.4.2), possibly provided by the paragigantocellularis nucleus of the ventral medulla 
(Larsen and Waters 2018; Nieuwenhuis et al. 2011). Also, the rather long time lag between 
electrical stimulation of the LC and subsequent pupil dilations (approx. 500 ms in monkeys, 1 s in 
mice) might indicate an indirect LC-pupil pathway. For example, the superior colliculus (SC) in 
the midbrain is known to receive input from the LC and to project to the EW, where it may 
influence pupil dilation (Wang and Munoz, 2015). Furthermore, the SC has been shown to play an 
important role in initiating orienting behaviors to salient stimuli. Interestingly, a study by Wang et 
al. (2012) found that micro stimulation of the monkey SC evokes pupil dilations, suggesting that 
the SC is not only involved in shifts of gaze and attention, but also in pupil dilation as part of the 
orienting reflex. In a recent review on this issue, Larsen and Waters (2018) concluded the 
following: “Future manipulations of activity in only noradrenergic locus coeruleus neurons are 
necessary to determine whether noradrenergic neurons directly influence pupil size” (p. 3). 
4.4 Outlook: pupillometry in psychiatry 
As described in section 1.2.1, the RDoC initiative emphasizes the exploration of biomarkers and 
intermediate endophenotypes for improving diagnostic, prevention, and treatment of psychiatric 
disorders. Psychophysiological measurements are a promising strategy to explore 
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endophenotypes, and our results suggest that pupillometry could provide a helpful tool to 
investigate several RDoC domains/constructs: we found that both spontaneous pupil dilations 
during the resting state and reward anticipation-associated pupil dilations reflect activation of the 
SN. Furthermore, pupil size is known to index activity of the LC-NA system, which has a well-
established role in the regulation of vigilance/arousal and which is involved in performance 
optimization (see section 1.3). Therefore, our results suggest that pupillometry-based assessments 
are relevant for at least two RDoC domains: arousal/regulatory systems (including the construct 
“sleep-wakefulness”) and positive valence systems (especially the subconstruct “reward 
anticipation”). In addition, further work involving simultaneous pupillometry/fMRI in a human 
fear learning experiment revealed that pupil dilations (associated with SN activity) track fear 
learning, extending the use of pupillometric measurements to the “negative valence systems” 
RDoC domain (see Leuchs et al. 2016). 
The SN has been proposed to be in a “hub” or “crossroads” position in the brain, interacting 
with regions involved in cognition, emotion, behavioral self-control, social behavior and theory of 
mind (Downar et al. 2016). Furthermore, the SN has been ascribed a central role in the detection 
of behaviorally relevant stimuli and the coordination of neural resources (Uddin 2015). Recent 
meta-analyses of structural and functional neuroimaging studies provide converging evidence that 
the SN constitutes a “common core” of brain regions affected across most psychiatric disorders. 
For instance, a voxel-based morphometry meta-analysis including 193 structural MRI studies 
(with more than 7000 patients in total) revealed a consistent pattern of gray matter volume 
reductions in multiple brain regions comprising the SN in schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, 
depression, addiction, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and anxiety (Goodkind et al. 2015). 
Interestingly, gray matter loss was exclusively restricted to the dACC and bilateral anterior insula 
when only non-psychotic disorders were included in the analysis. Another meta-analysis focusing 
on functional neuroimaging investigations of major depressive disorder (MDD) showed that the 
SN is selectively hyper-reactive to negative stimuli in MDD patients, supporting the notion of 
enhanced processing of negative information in depression (Hamilton et al. 2012). Several 
systematic reviews addressing the relationship between SN integrity and psychiatric diseases 
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suggest that functional imbalances within the SN are associated with deficient self-regulation of 
behavior, cognition and emotion, as for instance observed in depression, posttraumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD), and obsessive compulsive disorder (e.g. Downar et al. 2016; Peters et al. 2016). 
Furthermore, these reviews proposed that normalization of abnormalities in the SN may underlie 
the therapeutic effects of novel brain stimulation treatments.  
Given the strong link between SN activation and pupil dilation observed in our studies, we 
propose that pupillometry provides a reliable method for assessing SN functioning, especially SN-
mediated modulation of arousal. Based on the well-established implication of the LC-NA system 
and SN in stress-related disorders, pupillometry likely bears a potential for use as an assessment 
tool in clinical psychiatry. For instance, pupil size fluctuations during the resting state can be 
considered an objective index for daytime sleepiness/hypoarousal symptomatology. Moreover, 
pupil readouts could provide a biological marker for abnormal reward-related arousal regulation, 
which may underlie anhedonia, a core symptom of mood disorders. In line with this, initial 
evidence suggests that reward anticipation deficits in depression are related to abnormal dACC 
activation (Gorka et al. 2014; Knutson et al. 2008). Finally, distinct features of the PLR provide 
separate readouts for NA and ACh activity. For instance, recovery time of the PLR is sensitive to 
antidepressant medications that target the LC-NA system, such as SSNRIs like Venlafaxin 
(Siepmann et al. 2007). Therefore, pupillometry might also be helpful to track disease/treatment 
progress in patients with anhedonia symptomatology after the start of medication. 
4.5 Methodological considerations 
Our findings imply that pupillometry provides an economic and less complex alternative to fMRI 
and electroencephalography for investigations specifically addressing SN activity. Moreover, 
previous studies provide converging evidence that pupillometry tracks activity of the LC-NA 
system. As mentioned earlier, conventional whole-brain coverage fMRI recording as used in this 
study is not sensitive enough to detect potential correlations in the LC, which covers less than one 
voxel in the axial plane at standard voxel size settings. However, future research with a focus on 
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the link between LC activity and pupil size could circumvent this problem by applying brainstem 
fMRI (for a review of LC fMRI in humans, see Liu et al. 2017). 
Resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) has been extensively used for the identification of 
neuroimaging-based biomarkers in mental disorders. Numerous studies comparing brain activity 
and connectivity between psychiatric patients and healthy subjects report differences between the 
groups. These findings strongly rely on the assumption that resting state constitutes a homogenous 
state across different groups of subjects, implying that the observed group differences result from 
discrepancies in the brain architecture but not from differences in behavior. This assumption has 
been increasingly questioned over the last years. As mentioned before, Tagliazucchi and Laufs 
(2014) showed that a considerable portion of subjects falls asleep during the resting state, which 
has been associated with distinct changes in brain connectivity (Sämann et al. 2010; Spoormaker 
et al. 2010). Furthermore, our results indicate that even during wakefulness, subjects show 
alternating periods of increased and decreased arousal, as indexed by spontaneous pupil 
constrictions/low pupil size and pupil dilations/large pupil size. Arousal dysregulation is a 
common symptom among multiple psychiatric disorders such as depression, PTSD and anxiety 
disorders, manifest for instance in increased daytime sleepiness or constant hyperarousal. Group 
differences that are obtained by contrasting rs-fMRI data of patients and control subjects thus 
have a high risk of being confounded by differences in arousal/vigilance levels. Our findings 
suggest that pupillometry might be helpful to control for such differences. For instance, we 
assume that patients with hyperarousal symptoms are less likely to fall asleep or to drift into a 
state of drowsiness that is characterized by an increased prevalence of pupil constrictions and low 
pupil size, associated with increased activity in visual and somatosensory regions. Taken together, 
future studies should consider simultaneous pupillometry to improve the validity of rs-fMRI-
based comparisons between patients and healthy subjects. 
Furthermore, we proposed that the spontaneous, SN activation-associated pupil dilations 
during the resting state reflect intentional efforts to stay awake and keep fixation, implying a 
cognitive basis of pupillary fatigue waves. In order to test this hypothesis, future studies could 
compare pupil behavior during the resting state between two groups of healthy subjects, one 
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group receiving the instruction to stay awake and the other group being explicitly allowed to fall 
asleep. In line with our theory, we would expect subjects in the latter group to show significantly 
less spontaneous pupil dilations during a drowsiness-related decline of tonic pupil size, associated 
with less SN activation and a faster transition to/higher prevalence of sleep. 
Regarding pupil size measurements within a task setting, we found that stimulus-induced 
pupil dilations were accompanied by changes in blinking behavior and that controlling for eye 
blinks had a significant impact on our pupil-BOLD correlations. For instance, the prevalence of 
eye blinks was much lower during presentation of the reward-predicting stimuli compared to 
control stimulus presentations and quickly decreased over the 6 s reward anticipation time 
window. Furthermore, controlling for eye blinks in our analyses partly abolished the originally 
observed pupil-BOLD correlations, leading to the initial suspicion that the neural correlates of 
pupil dilation may have been confounded by eye blinks. We performed multiple control analyses 
and in short, we found that the pupil-BOLD correlations could not be traced back to blink-related 
pupil artifacts. Instead, these additional analyses revealed a stimulus-induced temporal 
coincidence between blink suppression and pupil dilation. Still, we would like to suggest that 
future studies investigating neural correlates of pupil dynamics should be aware of the fact that 
presentations of salient stimuli might involve simultaneous changes in pupil size and blinking 
behavior, which need to be carefully disentangled and controlled for. 
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5 Conclusions 
At the start of this thesis, only two studies had investigated the neural correlates of pupil size 
during the resting state and to our knowledge, no group had assessed the neural correlates of 
reward anticipation-related pupil dilations in humans before. Using simultaneous pupillometry 
and fMRI in healthy subjects, we found that dilations of the pupil, either occurring spontaneously 
during the resting state or in response to reward-predicting cues, were associated with activation 
of the SN. Furthermore, our results show that pupillometry is helpful to disentangle different 
processes and associated brain activations occurring during reward anticipation, involving reward 
prediction, arousal (up)regulation, and vigilant attention.  
The consistent link between SN activity and pupil dilation observed in our studies 
complements the observations from the two previously existing pupillometry/rs-fMRI studies and 
may clarify their conflicting results. Moreover, our results replicate the findings from previous 
neuroimaging investigations of reward anticipation and extend these findings by providing 
evidence for a strong link between SN activity and emotional arousal. In addition, another study 
by our research group involving simultaneous pupillometry/fMRI in a human fear learning 
experiment revealed that SN activation-associated pupil dilations also track fear learning, 
indicating that pupil dilations reflect valence-independent arousal responses. 
Based on its well-established role in performance monitoring and previous associations with 
autonomic arousal responses, we propose that the SN optimizes task performance by dynamically 
adjusting arousal levels, presumably via projections from dACC to LC. In the resting state, 
spontaneous activations of the SN appear to reflect a mechanism that restores attention to the 
fixation cross and inhibits a transition to sleep during periods of increased drowsiness 
(characterized by a decline of tonic pupil size), manifesting as spontaneous pupil dilations. 
Therefore, our findings provide first evidence that the dilation component of the pupillary fatigue 
waves in fact reflect intentional efforts to stay awake/keep external attention. Furthermore, we 
found that stronger pupil dilation during reward anticipation was associated with faster 
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responding to a target stimulus, suggesting that an upregulation of arousal initiated by the SN in 
response to a reward-predicting cue facilitates reward-directed behaviors. 
Recent initiatives like the RDoC project emphasize the exploration of intermediate 
endophenotypes in order to advance diagnostics and eventually treatments in psychiatry, 
recommending psychophysiological measurements as a promising strategy. Previous studies have 
found a strong link between the LC-NA system and pupil size and our studies suggest that 
pupillometry additionally provides a reliable index for SN activity. Both systems are known to be 
strongly involved in the development and maintenance of stress-related disorders, and our 
findings point towards a potential application of pupillometry as an objective diagnostic tool in 
clinical psychiatry, for instance to assess arousal dysregulation, anhedonia symptomatology and 
responsiveness to SSNRI medication. 
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